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IOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY

V

Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Cape,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

to the

mm

•

Gin,

*

mu,

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'8 BLOCK.

OTTO

DOESBURG,

J.

40

bushel ................
LlvirvuAUliBUblei.
Beans, |i bushel ....... . .........
Butter, V ».... ............ .....
1I„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Clover seed, |Nb ..............
and barn on Market si reel. EverythingIrst- Eggs, |1 doaen ........ .......
class
Honey,* lb .....................
Hay, * ton ..... ...............
VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable; Unious. * bushel ...............
Officeof Dally SUge Line to Saugatuck, Vth Potatoes. * bushel
.......
street, near Market.
Timothy Seed, * bushel ........

formally celebrated April

k!>

kS
to
to
to to

.

lb....

gation. It

••
Xnt

green ..................... 1 75

Hsmlock Bnrk ........ ............
swvei, pork, white onk ..........

....

..

‘

>OONE,

to 0 00

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mich.

>•**•

^

W

13

3 jO | 500| 800
5 0*1 8 00 | 10 00
8 00 10 00
17 00
10 00
17 00 | 25 00
17 00 25 0J I 40 00
25 00 40 00 | 65 00

i

.

::

>4 Column ........

*1 •*
“

,

.........
........

Yearly advertisers have tbe privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not ever three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Utruis, Marriages, and Deaths pub
lisbuU wuitout cnarge for suuscribeis.

Grain, Feed, Etc.
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
„ vegetables ; Meat Market on 8lh street.
Wheat, white * bushel ........new 100 to

the expiration of the tjubscrlpiiou. Two ZZ sigHuy that no paper will be continuedafter dais.

IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
of Hugger MiUt; l Steam Saw aud Flour

Beef, dressed per

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Pork,

1, 1879.

Leave

UuUa/td,

UMand,
| 'i 0J a.

Grand Rapids.

t 5.15

11.55 a.m.

m

1

3.3U p. in.

9.20 p. in.

Muskegon, Peutwaler
5.25 a. in
8.35 p. m.

oc Gig Rapid*. *10.25 a. in.

10.55 “
l 9.25 p. in.

; jJaily
,

1.50 a.

5.10

*

U.10

1

ui.

“

3.25 p.
5.55

m.

12.15
# 10 45 a. in
| 9.05

Mixed trains,
Duuy except Sunday and Monday.

•
t

V,

except saiu^oay.

Mondays only.

“

Facts that we

O

A. City Puysiclan. Office at the
First Ward Drug Store, bth Street.

TaJcen Effect, Suiuiay, Bee. 8, 1878.

Phnjgrapher.
Going

m,

l>.

7
7
7
6
6
4
3

50
to

DO
15

3j
5j
4j

E. C.

No.

Muskegon,

i2 20
11 4t
11 42
11 12
10 44
10 25
y 35

IGGINS, B.

0.

p. IU.

Fcrryaourg,

Graud Haven,
I'lgLOU,
Hoilsud,
Fillmore,
Alleguu,

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

4)
53
57
20
53
17
13

.

a. in.

7
7
7
8
«
10
11

U0
4j
55
4J
50
.0
4j

lery

P. the leading Photographer, Uulopposite this office.

Saldlen.

V/AUPELL, 11.,

Manufacturerof aud dealer in
Harness,Trunks, bundles and wuips;
Eighth street.

Y

Tobaccoand Cigars.

FUEO. H. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth,Gtn'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGAitTiiiL, Aged,

pK ROLLER,

T

dollaud, Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan witu G. it. &
. U. K. and L. b. X M. S. lor Piamweil, Kalumaroo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, £c.. xc.

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuil, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

X BUEYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
sj and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner #f Market and Eighth Street.
I

OSLIN

§tti*iiww iuMtonj.

3

Vf C BRIDE, P. 11., Attorneyand Counselor at
Law, and Proctor* In Admiralty. No. 11

ivl

River street.

A

U. Attorney and Couucelor
corner of River aud Jghtn streets.

pEN EYCK,

at

The

A

Law,

J.,

The

ville, on the

F. & A. M.
A Rkoular Communication of Unity

Lodge,

No. 191, F. x A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,

Holland,Mich.,
4,

at 7

on Wednesdayevening, June

o'clock, sharp.

C. B.

Wynnb

See'u.

Y/AN PUITEN JACOB, Banking aud

street.
lectiug, Drafts oougnt

and

a

draw

the cause of excessive
trial occurrence!.

Colsold; Eiglith
D-iy

’

from the island it will extend to Walker-

w

Know.

he three

—

“CAS?” WIERSEMA.

Canadian shore, a distance 0

Hotel.
CoaalulonXarchaat.

coucheur to the public at large, ana

effect of planetary influences, and particu-

draw

larly of those of the four outer planets,
bridges, of 800 feet each, leav-

ing, excepting a pier in the center,000 feet

for navigation. It is claimed by the pro-

moters cf the bridge that two

He goes bacK

of

the

300 feet draws. The bridge will be 14
above water level. The draws can be

swung within four minutes.

>

EACH

-

Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medlclues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bbbo’s Family Medicines;Eighth St

V

Iness. _
fnrnltur*.
\(f EYEIt, H. A CO., De ilers In all kind? of Fur1YL nltnre,Cnrulns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

which have

be accounted for by the movements and
positions of one or more of these planets;

and concludeswith

ominous predic-

this

tion: "I would say that within tbe next
seven years there will happen

which

that

has not happened for hundreds of years:
all the planets at or near their nearest
point to tbe sun about the same

time.

It

is true of tbe earth that its magnetic in-

when

tensity is greatest about the time
I* near the sun; the

same

Is

it

probablytrue

of all the planets; thereforewe

may

ex-

Monumentalpark in that pect extraordinarymagnetic phenomena
city, on Tuesday night: By hall-past 7
during the next seven years, and great
o’clock last evening the crowd in every
plagues, which will manifest themselves
part of the park was too dense lor comin all their intensity when Jupiter is about
putation. Surging masses slowly moved three years from his perihelion— that is,
through the walks, keeping an eager in \883."— Exchange.

watch upon the twelve large white globes
that stood at an elevation of fifteen feet in

Prof. Wilcox of Washington, has pre-

different parts of the park. In the works pared an interesting essay on "War the
of the TelegraphSupply company the care- Cause of Hard Times,” showing from

ful

workmen watched

hands officialfiguresthat the public debt of the
Then civilizedworld has trebled in thirty yean

the dragging

of the clock until they stood
the current was turned

at

8.

on. In the park

past,

and

is

now

about $25,000,000,000,

mainly incut red for war purposes, snd inclear light, darkened for
second, volving the exaction of $1,000,000,000 a
flickered fora second, and then hnrst out year from the yearly product of Industry
in one dazzling ball of fire. From the and $800,000,000a year more for the exthe great globes, each

touched with a

faint,

a

-

stated that 5,250,000

men

are in the mili-

whose

light that one has

tary and naval service of tbe world,

the brilliant

living is drawn from the capital and labor

come to connect with
avenues of Europe. From the

Forest City house, looking north and west,

of others, who ate withdrawn from the

and fro pre- productive force of society. The losses
sented an animated scene, the distinctness of war he slated as exceeding $8,000,000,of which can be estimated by the fact that 000 yearly. These vast breeders he deemed
the sea of heads moving

a

to

book could be read one hundred and

six-

the true causes of hard limes

from any of the lights. From

this

tries, and the remedy international arbi-

ty feet

ing, one could see

kinds of Shingles for sale at

VAN PUTTEN &

S0NS.

How many

slowly and surely dying,

or

at

the op-

posite side of the park with great distinct-

ness. The only thing in nature disappointed was a young man who aat in one of

women

children and

Anyone moving

,

Drunken Stuff.

killed,

are

rather being

by

in all

coun-

tration and disarmament.

the seats, feelingin the

that

it

was too

anguish of

his heart

light to put his coat sleeve

Herb

is

a decision which

apparently

settles a question now agitating partiesin

Congress. In a case appealed from the
DistrictCourt fozlhe Northern District of
Florida, the

Supreme Court has decided

that a juror is not obliged to disclose on
oath whether betook part in the rebellion
or not, 00 the ground that a

man can not

he compelled to criminate himself. This

ought to take at least one of these
present vexed questionsout of politics,
and that

tbe

one which is complained pf

by the Southern people
and vexatious

to

them.

W

as the
1

moat unjust

3 t

>

<

Discuming the causes of the depression

Omits remarks that the rohsiHuttoir of steel for
iron by the Bcst'emerprocess, and atUl
more by tbe elimination of phosphorus
in Engliab trade, ths Pall Roll

from the Cleveland ores (now positivelyac-

complished)is

a revolution as great as fol-

lowed upon the inventions of Crompton

Arkwright.It means, most probably,
North
UkerriU 11,18
BROS.
and South Wales, of Scotland, and of a
Come this way, and I will show you what
large part of Staffordshire.In tiie end it
A fresh stock of Candy, just received
If you want to get some first-class meat tbe Zulus are; you don’t know them, I
will largely benefitEngland, but the transiL. T. KANTERS.
call
JACOB KUITE. can see." He took him to a pile of wood, tion is full of suffering.
which was of tremendous proportions—
Thr Best, Safest,and Cheapest remedy
The Southern Pacific Railroad is shaded
as big as a Bay store— and had it set fire
Cocoa
Nuts.
Oranges.
Lemons,
Raisins,
for all affectionsof the Bladder and Kidneys— such as crave!, diabetes, etc,— is Nuts, Figs. Dates, Cove Oysters, Sardines, to all around. When It was properly in from a continuousline of cottonwood
the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For Salmon aud fresh Compressed Yeast, al- a ouzo,
blaze, aim
snd khvcuuv
gave out ow
so u.uv»
much heat that t ees planted for telegraph poles. They
sale at J. O. Doeshuru's Drug store only. ways fresh and first-class,at
no one could come near it (he King sum- 1 all spr u ed and live.
PE88INK BROS.
Price 25 cts. per
6—13 w

10-2w

YTAN PUTTEN,

Neptune.

swept over Europe during that period can

around the waist of the damsel at his side.
excessive doctoring,or the
daily use of some drug or drunken stuff
A Little Btoiy About the Zulus.
called medicine,that no one knows what
it is made of, who can easily be cured
A missionary some years ago preached
and saved by Hop Bitters, made of Hops,
Buohn, Mandrake, Dandelion.Ac., which to the Zulus about hell, and told them how
day.
is so pure, simple and harmless that the hot it was and how surely they would go
L. E. BEST, M. D.
/'t EE, D. M., Dental burgeon ; resldenco aud ofVJ dee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
most frail woman, weakest invalid or there if they did not change their conrses.
Shoe store.
•mslleat child pan trust in them. Will
A Zulu chief, having heard him, invited
you be aaved by them! See other column.
Bmp and Xidlclau.
him to dinner, The meal ended, the
Having bought the flxtiresand business
chief, says a South African new.-paper,
T^OESBURG.J.O.,Dealer in Drugs and Medl- interestof Mr. W. P. Scott's broom manXJ cines, Paints aud Oils, Brushes.Xc. Phy- ufactory, I wish to inform the public that If von wish to buy Candiea go to the turned sharply round to the missionary
City bakery and buy the home made Can•Iclan’s prescriptions csridully put up: Eighth st.
the business will be continuedand pushed
dles, and others, which they warrant strict- and said: "What was that you said this
by
me
with
unabated
enemy.
Call
for
YfBBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medly pure and healthy, and In which they morning about putting the great Zulu peoxYL iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles aud Per- samples,and ascertain prices.
C. WIERSEMA.
fumeries. River street.
ple in a great fire after they were dead?

BtlO’b, CommissionMerchants, and whereas he pays particular attention to
13 dealers In Grain, Flour aud Prounce. High- chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he bus
est market price paid for wheat. Offics in Brick concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
store cor. Eiguth x Fish streets,Holland, Mien. 17
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted during the
BntiH.
I

and

for hundreds of years,

asserts that all the plagues
sets of boats

can pass at one lime within each

feet

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus

presented some of that strange beauty of

notice.
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac-

tbe black death, and other plagues are the

position the strength of the light could
do the Pessinks sell so many cigars ?
be much better judged than from the
Because they keep the most completestock
ground
below, where one could see little
of flue cigars in this city. They invite
customers to try their brands, especially more than tbe eficct of the light in his
that little 5 cent Tumble, Clear Havana, as immediate vicinity. Again, when the
well as the other 25 different brands. 10-tf
park was nearly clean, later in the even-

All

XJ

tronomical Society, who saya that cholera

Why

G.
L. barber. Hair cutting, Bhaviug,
shampooniug,hair-dyeing,etc., done at reusouable rates. Burner shop next door to tbe City
' 14-ly

cornea Mr. B. G.

2,500 feet. In the latter distance there will

special Stiffs.

\E GROUT,

Now

Jenkins, Fellow of the British Royal As-

and

of 800 feet;

poor wheat

rains,

crops, commercial panics and other terres-

5 cent cigar iu the market, throats of assembled multitude burst a penses of armies, navies and diplomacies,
and the most fragrant 10 cent cigar can be wild cheer. Looking from the windows making a cash deductionof $1,800,000,000
found at the store of
of the surrounding buildings,the scene a year from the people’s earnings. He

Barbu*.
1

and will have

Numerous attempts have been made of
show that the variations in the
number of spots on the sun’s face were

late to

finest

Holland, Michigan.

Otto Briyman. W. M.
Bu&kkg and Ixchangc.

Y

PredictingPlaguei,

Hamp

bridge will extend from

8

Isle,

The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum. Tetter,
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evuniug
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
guarrunteedto give perfect satisfactionin
W. Dlom, N. G.
every case or money refunded.Price 25
G.A. Konino, K.
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Office in aenyou X Van Pullen’s ban*
Eighth street.

'

river a short dis-

tramck, on the Michigan shordl to Belle

• I. 0. of 0. F.

VV.

De

10
6
5
„
»
9

It makes no difference how many Physicians,or how much medicine you have
tried, it is now an establishedfact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are.yet thousands of persons who are predisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, Severe Colds seltledon the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
no personalknow ledge of Boschee’s Ger
man Syrup. To such we would say lhat
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Hegular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists in America.

13-2

[GWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary.Fublic; River streeu

ARKS,

by crossing the

troit

Bueklln’s Arnica Salve.

IJ

or die.

gan and Michigan Central Railwaysat

A Remarkable Result.

JJ>0CRtiW.

Attoneyi.

Is it

electric light in

-

Watchu and Jmlry.

then said to

connect

to

$1.00.

CUOUTEN, R.

King

after this, that Gatling

The bridge
failed. No ^iher remedy can show one
will coipmand a view two miles distant on
half m ninny* permanent cure*. Now to
?hrilolaai
elher side, and the current will not be reA NN1S, T.E., Physician;residence, opposite give you satisfactoryproof that Dr. King’s
New Discoverywill cure you of Asthma, markably rapid. It is said that the bridge
rV S. W. cor. Pubiic Square.
Bronchitis,Hay Fever, Consumption,
A 811, U. L. Surgeonsaud Physicians.Office at severe Coughs, aud Colds, Hoarseness, or will be an open one.— SeientifioAmerican.
x\. his residence,Overysel, Mich.
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will
The Electric Light In Cleveland.
f KDEBOEU, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office call at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. HoiXj corner Eleventh aud River street oppcslte laud, Michigan, you can get a trial bottle
The Cleveland Leader gives the followpublic square.
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle fur
ing
details of the inauguration of the
f EDEBOER, P, S., Physicianand Surgeon,

Grand Havan Bail Road.

STATIONS.

ing.

be made, however,

ways of Canada with the Northern Mlchi

V

Holland,Michigan.

p. IU.

fair trial will

the Great Western and Grand Trunk Rail-

VY

Li

fire remained.The

the hint, and left the kraal tb* tame even-

completing the work by hor-

The bridge projectIs designed

L

office at residence,on Eighth street, near Chi.
other trains dally except Sun-ays.
Ail trainson mis road, wnl be run by Chicago X M. L. S. R. K. crossing.
time wnicu is 2J minutes later ttiau Columbus
VfC CULLOCU THOS., Physician, Surgeon- and
time.
Accoucber. Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore,

and yelling,

construct

control the southwesttraffic.

|)OST, HKNRY D., Real EsUte and Insoranc*
If you are suffering with a severe cough,
Agent, Notary Fabtic and Conveyancer ;Col- cold, asthma, bronchitis,consumption,
.ectlous made In Uolland and vicinity.
loss of v.iiee, tickling in the throat, or any
Y\/ALbR, 11., Notary Public, Conveyancer, affection of the throat or lungs, m know
aud Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug
that Dr. King'* New Ducovery will give
Store. Bth street.
you immediate relief. We know of huu
f TAN SCHELVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace,
dreds of cases, il has completely cured,
Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office, «nd that where all other mediuines had
Van Landegend'sBlock.

All

OsIb; North.
No. *. No. 2.

_

madmen, raving

did not stop till hardly a vestigeof

the missionary: -Yon have seen that.

divides the stream into two channels.

.................
..............

'

Nourv ftblici

Arriceul

f

“ “

ft

ng mass like

and

tance above Windsor, where Belle Isle

6
Lard ..........................
8 to
Proprietors of the Smoked Meat ......................
ITERBEEK, U. W..& CO _____
5 (»
. _ ___________
_____ All kinds of
of buf
Phoenix
Planlug Mill.
buildHam .....................
4 to
Shoulders ......................
x
lug material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Tallow, per ft ...........................« to
IITTLMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Turkeys.
...........................7 O
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cur- Cblcksns. dressed p«r lb ................ 6 to
lutb and Rivet streets.

fi. A.

Tafcn Effect,Wtdnee.lay Jan.

„

101
85
27
40
14 00
18 00
1 25
1 20
85
2 48
4 00

Xeati, Etc.

I

YY

Cmcago A West Michigan

Now Butlalo
OuicagDi

.

IT

gail

“ "
“ t
“ “&
J
“
••
“
“ “
“ #

.

“

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

••

®
®

Y

An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote

Tralnt.

.

Corn, shelled il bushel .............
\7AN DER UAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Oats,* bushel .....................
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Buckwheat, * bashel ...............
Bran, * ton ........................
aud twlue; 8th street.
Feed.* ton .............. ..........
*100 .. ......................
Xmftetotlii.MlUi, Bhoyi. lie.
Bariev,* 100 ft ...................
1 1 KALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Middling, * 400 ft ...............
Agricultural Implements; commission agent Flour, *100 ft. ................
for Mowing Muchiues' cor. 10th X River street.
Pearl Barley, * 100 ft ............. I 00 to

any

any wonder, ask the people,
guns and rocket
and the hope is that the plan first proposed batteries have no terror for the Zulus?—
will be consentedto in case of failure by
and it is certain they have none. The
boring. When completed the tunnel will Zulus, when ordered to attack, attack;
greatly facilitate the business of the and though they may be mown down by
Canada and Southern Railroad,and will thousandsstill come on until they conquer
ng. A

..

(

1 Square ... . ...

by

dis-

ull of water as to raise a doubt as to the

possibility of

C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of SUves, Tierce,
........
Pays the bighest price for cattle. Heading holm, soft wood ...........to 2 54
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
Heading holts, hardwood ....................2 75
Uue tfquiireof luu linos, uoiiparell,)75 cents
Stave holm, softwood. ......................J *5
for ilrsi insortiun,and ^5 cents for each subseIkUTKAU A VAN ZuKREN, New Meat Mar- Stave bolts,hardwood ....................
«
iiaeut insertion lor any period under three
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All Railroad ties. ...............................
months.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
I 3 M. I 6 M. I 1 T.

.J Meat.

they were, without ahoei or

That it what we will do with your hell.
The Zulu won't play with your fires, and
the initialoperationswere not encouragyou had better clear out of thla country
ng. Th^ rock, a soft limestone,was at once, or I will have a 'littlefire*’ made
bund to be so broken by fissures and so for you to put out." The missionary took
l

lUrksti.

now proposed to

charge

to

extinguish it.

the tunnel by boring, though the results of

...............

“

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NKATLY DONI.

is

and

covering at all, they rushed Into tbe burn-

cause of the threatened obstruction to navi-

35
60
1 25

Terma of Saboorlptlon:
Wagnmaksri sal BUekimlthi.
Wood, StaveB, Etc,
11.50 per year if paid in adcance; %1.75 if
^vIJKEMA
J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith tordwond, maple, dry .....................
| J 60
paid at Uiree inoutlu, and $8.00 tf
Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairgreen .............
..... 2 00
paid at nix inonOu.
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
bench, U17 ...................... 2 00

J

Naked aa

approved by the Canada authorities be- the

......

Wool,*

It was orig

cofferdam process, but the plan was

N

Editor and PuUivur.

28.

inally Intended to prosecute the work

<ti)

YOONE

J

@

378.

aermon and ordered them

In tbe burning pile

der the Detroit River, below Detroit,was

Produce. Etc.
Apples,

NO.

moned the two ragimentiwho had listened

The beginningof the railway tunnel un

\7-AN PUTTEN G„ OenerRl Dealers, In Dry

PUBLISHED KVEHT SATURDAY AT

WHOLE

Bridge.

parkttfi.

TtDlliuul dCitij gieivss.

WBEZLYTBW3PAPEE,

1879.

Thi Litrolt Elver Tunnel end

antral Dtaltri.

A

17,

at

pWnK
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discountenanced.
A national conferenceof
colored men was held at tbe same time in Nashville, Tenn. It was called for the purpose of
presenting the grievancesof the eolored race to
thecountry. Bapresentatives
were present from
nearly every Sgnthera State, and from half a
dozen Northern States. Ex-Congressman
John

R.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

Upper Hesse,

for instance,

86 are vacant; in Hhenish Hesse, out
of 88 places 12 are vacant, and ip the Message of President Hayes Vetoing
province of Starkenberg,
132
the Military Interference Jill.
places 12 aret vacant. There are 83 out
Jjynchjt/ofMississippi,presided.--—The

out

,

The recent deepac^ of th^ ^Jnjted

Obi,

,

acquittal

hj)use of Dr. Delos W. SouthwortLat Angola, N. Y., wm burned, l$t week.

The doctor periahedin the flames' and his wife
was prdtAmy fatally burned. ./.A 'BotAoWb&t
famous cue of .conflict between two high
tribunals, the one ecclesiastical the other ju

m

prominent
rian church, who was suspended by (he General
Bynod for the grave offenaes of singing hymns
and partakingof communion with members of
other evangelical churches. The case was appealed to tho Pennsylvania Supreme Court,
which has now upset the Synod’s aotiop ana
restored Mr. Stuart to membership.

The Meriden Woolen Company,

of

Meriden, CL, has failed and closed its factory.

|250,000. .....
A dispatch from Pooaaset,

Liabilities,

Maas.,

Freemans—husband and wife-have
been found guilty of homicide,and fully committed for trial Freeman says he will have an
says “the

astonishing revelation to make, and still maintains that he was jostifled of God. His wife is
greatly crushed by the growing convictionthat
she has been guilty of a crime.”

Nine stores, b bank, and four dwelling-housesin the center of the village of Una-

were burned last week. Loss,

. .Fuller, Warren &
Co.'s Chnton stove works, Troy, N. Y<, have
been partially burned. Loss estimated at
960,000 to #75,000 ; covered by insurance.
.

THE WEST.

on the new constitution drafted by the recent

and adopted

it

by over 5,000 ma-

.A committee of Chicago doctors have
decided ibat Mark Gray, the would-be assassin
of Edwin Booth, is crazy.
jority. ...

A small

States porta to foreign countries in April were
only about #8,500,000,
in April last year.

or #1,500,000loss than

The sixth annual meeting of

the

Millers’ National Associationof the United
States was held in Chicago, last

woel^ There

and Canada: Wheat, 15,-

FOREIGN.

mer A Fuller, and several frame buildings,on

A Panama dispatch says the first na-

Union and Rnblo streets, Chicago, loss about

val encounter of the Chilian and Peruvian

9200,000; three wholesalestores on Fifth street, forces took place off the month of the River
St Louis, loss upward of #300,000; a portion Loa, between the Peruvianwooden corvettes
of the office
. i of the Detroit Pott and Tribune, Union and Pilcomayoand the Chilian steamloes about #20,000.
sloop Magallanes.The Magallanes,after an
The ninety lumber-yards of Chicago engagementlasting two hours, being a faster
vessel than those opposing her, steamed away.
contain 1M, 180,957 feet of lumber and timber;
No mehtion is made of the casualties.
111,350.000 shingles;18,155,522 pieces of lath;
A Bucharest dispatch says that “pri800,005 feet of pickets, and 118,1231 cedar
ced posts.
vate accounts from Russia representthe situa-

producing portions of Michigan. With few exceptions, every point reports a promise of a

yield equal to tnatof last year.— The Omaha
Republican reports copions rains throughout
Nebraska,and the crop prospectsdecidedlyen-

couraging. '
Mark Gray, who attempted to shoot
McVicker’sTheater in Chicago,

some time ago, and was found to be insane,
has been sent to the Insane Asylum at Elgin, 111.

THE SOUTH.
Cox, the slayer of Col. Alston,
Atlanta, Ga.,

has been found

guilty

of

and sen-

tenced to a life- term of imprisonment in the
Georgia penitentiary.

Two negroes, Henry McLeed and
Tom

Jones, were executed at Appling, Ga,

week, in the presence of a vast crowd
Bichard Lee, another negro, was hanged at
Fayetteville,N. C.
last

A deadly duel was recently fought
by two Texas desperadoes named Wiley and

Jacoba Ten papes were steppedoff, and both
began nring
firing tneir
their revolvers. Wiley fell
fell mortally wounded at the third shot He raised him
self on his elbow and sent a ball through
Jacobs’ brain, killinghim instantly.Both
were cattle-thieves. The quarrelwas over a
division of the spoils.

The Governor of Texas has

called

an

extra session of the State Legislature.

tion all over that country as beyond description, and that the tendency of the so-called
repressivemeasures is toward revolution
rather than peace, as the proseutannoyances
and outrigeousoppressionof all classes of tbe
population are rapidly spreading the feeling
that
______
any*hing
ling is preferableto the existing state
of affairs....Tho American horse Parole has
beaten tho English horses in another great
race. Tho contest was for tho Cheshire
handicap stakes at Chester, England.,and was
won with the greatest ease by tho gallant
American horse ____ An India dispatch states
that the Ameer of Afghanistan visited the British camp on the 8th of May and expressed bis
desire for peace ____ Tho importationof American swine bas been interdicted by England ____
Spotted typhus fever has reappearediu
Astrachkan.

A DISPATCH from Lahore, India, announces that Yakoob Khan has acceptedall the
British proposals. These advance the frontier
lino so as to give the British the Koluk pass,
Pisheen valley, the Korum valley as far as tbe
Shuargarden pass, and the Khybor pass as far
Loargi. The British also gain the right to keep
an agent at Caudahar.

In Turkey, the

Mohammedans at

Adrianople are plundering shops on account

*

*

tion of the

strict party vote the resolu-

of hunger ____ After experimenting with electric
light on the Thames embankment,tho London
Board of Public Works reports that electricity
proves more costly than gas giving an equal
light
lii

At

the consistoryheld at Borne on

the 12th of May, the Pope appointed five Car-

1

*

CorumiltMon R/lvlletfeHand Elections,

authorizing them to take testimony in the matter
of the

on the 10th inst, considerawas resumed of the bill making appropria-

In the Senate,

.

1~

—

1861. On numerous other occasionsof less
significance, under, probably every administra-

no

has beep usefullyexerted to enforce the laws
without objection by any party in the country,
and;*tt(*#jrithoutattracting public attention!
TfaegrtaWlementary constitutional principle,

— ~

.i-* uouu its essence in ti e
various foras it has asaunjed since its firr;
adoption, is That the Governmentof tho Unitea
States possesses, under the constitution, in foil

hostilityof the State Governments. It should
remain embodied in our statutes, unimpaired,
as it has been from the origin of the Governbe regarded as hardly less
valuable or less sacked than a provision of tho
constitution itself.

am

tatee.

The

bill

a

blood. Mr. Chandler—Nor L except to punish
treason and traitors.Ibe Senator from
Georgia is not the man to talk about
other men saving their own blood. He took
good care to put bis blood In Fort Lafay ette, where
it was out of the way of both rebel and Union bullets. in tho House, Mr. Kelley occupied nearly
the whole day iu an elaborate speech on the Warner
BilverbiU.

The Senate resumed considerationof tho
legislativeAppropriation bill on the 12th. and Mr.

Windoin spoke in opposition to the policy of the
Democrats, denouncingit as revolutionary and unconstitutional. Mr. Coke, of Texas, defended
the position of the Democrats.
The Prcsi-

-

cases. These exceptionsrecognize and concede the soundness of tho principlethat military forces may properlyand constitutionally
be used at places of election when such use is
necessaryto enforce the constitution and laws.
Bnt the excepted cases leave a prohibition so
extensive and far-reaebingthat its adoption
will seriously impair tho efficiency of the Executive Department of tho Government. .
The first act expressly authorizingtbe use of
military power to execute the laws was passed
almost as early as the organizationof the Government under the constitution, and was approved by President Washington, May 2, 1792.
It is

as follows;

“Section2. And bo it further enacted, that
deiit’s message vetoing the Military Interferwhenever the laws of the United States shall bo
ence bill was read in the House and entered opposed, or tho execution thereof obstructed,
in the journal.Mr. Dcering moved to suspend the in any State, by combinations too powerful to
rules and pass tho Army Appropriation hill, with lie suppressed by tho ordinary course of judithe political sectionsleft out. Rejected— yeas. 1C1; cial proceedings,or by tho powers vestqd in tho
nays, lint. All the Green backers except Messrs.
by this act, tho same being certified
Laud and Barlow voted yea. Bills Marshals
to tho Presidentof the United States by an Aswere introduced in the House by- sociate
Justice or District Judge, it shall be
Mr. Newberry,for the construction of a tunnel
under the Detroit river at or near Crosse Isle, and lawful for the President of tho United States to
a bridge over the Detroit river at or near Detroit call for tho militia of such State to suppress
city: by Mr. Dunnell, appropriating 81,000, (Aid for such combinations and to cause tho laws to
the improvement of the Mississippi river between bo duly executed; and if the militia of
the mouth of the Illinoisriver and the Falls of
State where such combinationsmay
8t. Anthony: by Mr. Buckner, reducing the
happen shall refuse, or bo insufficieutto
President’s(alary to §23.(k0; by Mr. Cox, abolishsuppress the same, it shall be lawful for flic
ing the jurors’test oath: by Mr. Stephens, authorPresident, if the Legislatureof the United
izing the coinage of the silver dollar and fractions
thereof of the full standard value following the States bo not in session, to call forth and emmetric system. The Income Tax bill was defeated ploy such numbers of the militia of any other
State or States most convenientthereto as may
in tbe House— yeas 104, nays '.M-not the necessary
two-thirdsvoting in the affirmative.
be necessary;and the use of the militia so to
be called forth may bo continued, if necesTbe Senate di.l nothing bnt discuss tho Legislasary, until the expirationof thirty days after
tive Appropriation bill on tbe 1.3th.
in the House,
the commencementof the ousaing session."
a ipotion wss made to pass tho Military InterIn 1795 this provision was substantially reference bill over tbe President'sveto, the vote on enacted in a law which repealedtbe act of 1792.
In 1807 tbe following act became the law, by
which resulted,yeas, 127: nays, U7; so, there not
being two-tli rds majofiry, the bill was rejected. tbe approval of Presifloftt Jefferson
“ That in all cases of insurrection or obstrucTlio Warner Silver bill was discussed.There was
tion to the laws, either of the United States or
a personal altercation betweeu two North Carolina
of any individual State or Territory where it
members— Russell.Republican, and Kitchin, Dem- is lawful for the Presidentof tho United States
ocrat - in which some hard words were used.
to call forth tbe militia for the purpose of suppressing such insurrection, or of causing the
laws to be duly executed, it shall be lawful for
Zulu Beauties.
him to employ lor . the same pm poses such
Two tawny women from Zululand are part of tne land or naval force of the United
on exhibition in the London Aquarium. States as shall be judged necessary, having
first observed all the prerequisitesof the law
They .were kidnappedinto that country iu that respect"
from the interior,and afterward an atBy this act it will be seen that the scope of
tempt to educate them was made in the the law of 1795 jraa extended so as to authorCape of Good Hope, whither they had ize tbe National Governutent '''to use, not only
tbe militia, but the army and navy of the
been sent by an English traveler, and United States,in causing the laws to be duly
where they learned a little Dutch, ’still executed.
The important provision of the acts 6f 1792,
loss English, and singing.“Their songs
1795 and 1807, modified p its terms from time
are of war and of peace— the latter disto time, to adapt it to the existingemergency,
playing some amusing graces, the evi- remained in force until by an act approvedby
dence of Cape culture; but their heart President Lincoln,July 5J9, 1861, it was reis more in their work when they sing of enacted substantially in the same language in
war. In picturesquearray, thev sing to which it Iz now found in the Revised Statutes,

a

There are many other important statutes
containing provisions that are liable to be suspended or annulled at the times and places of
holdingelections if tho bill before me ebsuld
become law.

viz

,

sorted to for tho execution of tho constitntional
powers in support of the State or national authority. Bo tii functions of tho Government
were put upon the same footing. By the act

of 1807 the employment of the army and
navy was authorized for the ‘ per-

formance
ties in

of

both

constitutional du-

the same terms. In

all

the later statutes on the same subject matter#the same measure of authorityto the Government has been accorded for the performance of
both these duties. No precedent has been
found in any previous legislation,and no sufficient reason has been given for the discrimination in favor of the State and against the national authority which this bill contains. Under the sweeping terms of the bill.sthe National
Governmentis effectually shut out from exercise of right and from an imperative duty, to
use its whole executivepower whenever and
wherever required for tho enforcement of its
laws.
In places and times when and where its elections are held, tho employment of its organized armed force for any such purpose would
lie an offenseagainst the law unless called for
oy and thereforeupon permission of the authorities of the State in which tho occasion
arises. What is this but tbe substitutionof
the discretion of the State Governmentsfor

the discretionof the Government of the
United States as to the performance of its
own duties
In my judgment, tin's is an abandonment of
its obligations by tho National Government—a
subordination of national authority and an
intrusion
Stale supervisionover
nationalduties which amounts, in spit it aud
tendency, to State supremacy. Although 1
believe that the existing statutes aro abundantly adequate to completely prevent military
interference with the elections, in tbe
sense in which the phrase is used
in the title of this bill, aud is employed
by tho people of this country.I shall find no
difficultyin concurringin any additionallegislation limited to that object which does not interfere with the indispensableexerciseof the
powers of tho Governmentand tho constitution
and laws.
Rutherford B. Haves.
Executive Mansion, May 12, 18711
!

of

(Signed)
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Section 5,293. Whenever, by reason of unlawful obstruetioue, • combinations or assemblages of person*, tor rebellion sgiinst the au-

-

religion.”

mestic violence that would overthrow it, but
would be unlawful to maintain tho conduct of
a national electionagainst military power re

-

thority ol tbe Government of the United
States, it shall beoome impracticable,in the
judgment of tbe PreeHeut, to enforce,by) |he
ordinary course of. judicial proceedings,. jho
laws of the United States within any State or
Territory, it shill be lawfdl for the President
to call forth the militia of any or all the States,
and to employ snob parti of tbe land and Da.„
naval
forces of the United
States as he may deem
___________
necessaryto enforce the faithfulexecution of
tho laws of tho United States, or to suppress
such rebellion, in whatever State or Torritorv
thereoftbe laws of the United States mby be
forcibly opgoaed^or the execution thereof
ism in
•
Simon Gould and his wife, who were forcibly ____ _____
This ancient and fundamental law has been
married nearly seventy-three years ago,
In force from the foundation of the GovernGerman Skepticism.
are living with their son, who is 70 ment. It is now proposedto abrogate it on
The spread of skepticismin Germany years old, near Montpelier, Vt. The certain days, and at: certain placea In^mj
has had the effect of diminishing the husband is in his 99th year, and his wife judgment, no fact has been producedw...
number of aspirantsto the Protestant in her 96th. They have lived upon the tends to show that it ought to be repealed—
suspendedfor a single honr, at anv place in
clericalprofession in that empire. In same farm all their married life.
any of the States or Territories of the Union.
---

that the coloredrace has been nlacsd by the
constitutionand laws on a piano of ’legal
equalitywith the white race; that the
blacks shall be accorded the enjoyment of their dvil and political rights;
that tbe credit system, so prevalent in the Sooth,
based noon liens or mortgages «JU
on nun.*
stock and
uuu
to he
betgrown
--- in tbe future,
J~'
*•-” • * *
crops to
has disturbed
the entire laboring population, and should be

brief statementof facts in regard to the recent
elections in several States, that
additional legislationwas necessaryto prevent interferencewith electionsby the militaryor
naval forces of tho United States.
The fact was presented in that oommunica-1
tion that at the time of the passage of tho act
of June 18, 1873, in relation to the employment
of the army as posse oomitatus,or otherwise;
it was maintained by its friendsthat it would
establish a vital and fundamentalprinciple
which would secure to the people protection
againsta standingarmy. 4 "
The fact was also referred to. that since the
passage of this act Congressional,State ahd
municipal elections had been held throughout
the Union, and that in no instance has complaint been made of the presence of United
itates soldiers at the polls.

before mo is as follows: “ Be it ention
acted, etc., that it shall not be lawful to bring
tions for the legislative, executive and judicialex- to or employ at any place where a general or
penses of the Government for the fiscal year ending special election is being hold in a State, any
June SO. 18S0, and for other purposes, and Mr. part of the army or navy of the United States’,
Hill, of Georgia, delivered a long speech in favor ot unless such for-e be necessaryto repel armed
enemies of tho United States, or to enforce
secenfoi
that part of the bill in regard to jurora and Supertion 4 of article 4 of the constitutionof the
visorsof Elections. In the coujse of his remarks,
United States, and the laws mode in purMr. Hill quoted from a letter written by Zachariah suance thereof,on the application of t}ie
Chandler in Rfil to the Governorof Michigan, in Legislature or the Executive of the State
which he (Chandler) said there mu*t bo a little
where such force is to be used ; and so much of
blood-letting;that without it the Union would not
be worth
rush. Mr. Hiil asked if Chan all laws as is inconsistent herewith is hereby
dler had lost any blood in the war. The latter repealed”
It will be observed that the bill exempts from
wanted to know how much blood Mr. Hill thed in
the lite war. Mr. Hill— The difference between us the generalprohibition against tbe employment
wss I was not in favor of shedding anybody’s of a military force at the polls two specified

Since March 1, 1877, the Treasury the Albanians autonomy as cojupensationfor
Department sold, for refunding purposes, territorialconcessionsto Greece. . .The princibonds amounting to #808,096,700.
pal part of the town of Irbit, iu Siberia, haa
been destroyed by fire ..... A St Petersburg
The House Committee on Leveee of dispatch says intelligence has been received
the Mississippi river have agreed to report fa- from Tifiia that a disease with a terrivorablythe bill introduoed by Mr. Gibson to ble mortality is raging in nineteen villages the music of a piano and small drumin the Cancisns. A solemn processionof holy
provide for the appointment of a Mississippi
representing the inevitabletom-tom—
pictures bas befen held in the Distriet of Gori,
Biver Oommission to direct sad complete* 5*
and prayersoffered for- the preservationof the and, having d figged forth their victim
surveys of the Mississippi river, and report
---- --- .Another of Cetvwayo’s brptheys (an English lady) and bound her to a
the result to the Secretaryof War, together
has surrendered to the Bogush, and one is
with rath plans snd estimates as will improve
tree, they execute a wild pas de tridead. The Boers in Transvaal have brokon up
the navigation of the river apd prevent
nt dede
their camp and returned to their homes, hav- omphe, finishing* 4»y throwing her to
structive floods.
ing ooncli
ooncluded that this isn’t' a good year for the ground and threatening her with a
GENERAL.
rebellion.
dagger and an ax. The curtain here
Gen. Grant aud party sailed from falls, bnt rises again and shows the
A largely attended Southern Labor
Convention,called for the purpose of devising Hong Rung, China, for Japan, on the 18th of quondam victim erect, with helmet and
meisuresto check th^ oxodu< of colored peo- May,, ..On receiving notice of his elevation to trident, and her dark assailants on their
ple, has Just been held at Vicksburg,Miss. the CardinalateDr. Newman made a speech, kne^s singing * Kule Britannia’ with disKeeolutionn were adopted declaring that the declaring that ho will hereafter, as in the past, cordant energy.”
interests of planter and laborer are identical; “ resistwith all his powere the spirit of liberal
,

pim

:

dinal priests and three Cardinaldeacons.
Among the new Cardinals are the Rev. Dr.
A bill has been introducedin the John Henry Newman, of England, and tbe
Rev. Dr. Hergenrother.' 1 The Pope also made
lower house of Congress for the admission of
numerousappointments to Bishoprioe,among
the Territory of Utah into the Union as a State.
them those of Cardinal Hobenlohe to the
a Assistant Postmaster General Bishopricof Albano, the Rev. Dr. McCabe to
Txn*b has started on a two momhs’ Western that of Dnblin, and the Rev. Dr. Wooalock to
that of Ardagh and Clonmoorois.
trip, for the purpose of making a personal in--- *
The Sultan of Turkey has promised
spection of the poetoffioeein the large citiee.

WASHINGTON.

7th inst., passed bjr a

,

of Pal-

The Detroit Post and Tribune pub-

[EXTBA BEH8I0N.]
After S protracteddebate, theHoirato, on tho

-

grain in the States

at

v«

wru au
it to the House of RepresentaPennsylvania,nt t i>x. xu xuuu, vu mu name
in which it originated, with the following principle, President Jefferson broke up the Burr
objections to its approval:
con? piracy , by issuing orders for tho employment
In a oommonicatioh sent to the House of Rep- of such force; eitheriof the /regularaorof the
militia, and 'hy sucll prbeofediugs of the civil
resentatives on the 29th of last month, returnauthorities as might enable thorn to suppress
ing to tho House withoutmy approval the bill effectually the furtherprogress of the euteriLwaKuader tho same authority that
entitledMa-wet making appropriations
fof-tfae
supportof the army for the fiscal year ending President Jackson crashed nullification in
tions,” I return

|

men, who had been ont on a fishing excur- 965.000 bushels; corn, 11.844,000 bushels;oats,
sion, was capsized in the Mississippiriver, 2,034,000 bushels; rye, 952,000 bushels; barley,
near St Louis, and three of the party drowned. 1.365.000 bushels.

Edwin Booth

in the

destroy the freedom of elections, and sincerely
desiring to concur with Congressin all of its
measures, it is with very great regret that I
forced to the conclusionthat the bill before me
I do not undertake to furnish a list of them.
is not only unnecessaryto prevent such inter- Many of them, perhaps most of teem, have
ference, bnt is a dangerous departure from been set forth in debates on this measure.
lone-settled and important constitutional prin- They relate to extradition, to crimes against the
Election laws, to quarantine regulations,to
Tbe true rule as to tho employmentof mill^ neutrality, to Indian reservations, to civil rights
The National Board of Health and yeas. No vote was reached on the Hilverbill. “
tiry forces at elections is not doubtful. No in- of citizens,and to other subjects. In regard to
In the Senate, on tie 9th inst, tho House bill timidationor coercion should bo allowed to them all it ma^be safely said that the meaning
the Sanitary Council, in session at Atlanta, Ga.,
providing for the payment of the money heretofore control or intlnenoe citizens in tho exercise of and effectof this bill is to take from tbe Genlast week, passed resolutionsdemanding a
their right to vote, whether it appears in the eral Governmentan important part of its power
thorough inspection of depots, stations and appropriated to Janies R. Eads and his associatesfor
shape of combinations of evil-mspoeod per- to enforce the laws.
shops, the establishmentof railroad quarantine the construction of jetties and other works at the
sons, or of armed bodies of militia of a State,
Another grave objectionto the bill is its disstations,thorough cleansing of freight cars dur- South pass of tho Mississippi river was passed.
criminationin favor of the State and against
or of tbe military force of tho United States.
ing epidemics aud close inspection of all mail Consideration of the bill prohibiting military inThe elections should be free from all forci- the national authorities The presenceor emmatter. Sleeping
Bleepine cars are to be subjectedto terferenceat electionswas then resumed, and Mr.
ble interference, and as far as practicable from ployment of the army or navy of the United
inspectionand unproved ventilation.Fuller Edmunds delivered an elaborate argument in opall apprehension of such interference. No States is lawful under the terms of this bill at
ventilation at termini and during transit was positionthereto. Messrs. Blaine and Chandler also
spoke against the bill, after which It was passed soldiers,either of the Union or of the Stute the place where an election was being held in
demandedfor sleeping cars.
jnstasitcame from the House— yeas. 33; nays, 21. --- militia,should be present at the polls to take a State to uphold the authority of a State GovA serious accident occurred on the In the House, the bill reported from the Judiciary tbe place or to perform the duties of an or- ernment, then and there in tfio need of such
to remove tho politicaldisabilities
of dinary civil police force.
military intorvpqtion, but unlawful to uphold
Grand Trank railway, near Carleton, Canada. Committee
J. 0. Pemberton, of Philadelphia, gave rise to
There has been and will be no violation of the authority tof the Goverrfirtetitof the United
An excursiontrain,containing about forty very an amusing colloquy between Mtssrs. Con- this rule under the orders from me during this States, then and there in the need of
3g
prominent men of Toronto, was run into by an ger aod. Cox. .which Mr. Knott cut short administration.But there should be no denial such military intervention.Under this
by moving the previous question, and the bill was
engine and badly smashed. Nearly every per
erbill tho presence and employment of the
passed/ The House resumed the coneideralion of of tho right of tho National Governmentto emson on tho train was more or less injured. On
the Warner Silver bill, and was addressed by
bv Mr. ploy its military force on any day at any place, army or navy of the United States wonld
has since died, and it is believed two or three Weaver la advocacy of the bill, aud In favor of the in case such employment is necessaryto en- be lawful, and might be necessary to maintain
others cannot recover.
double standard.
force the constitution and laws of the United the conduct of a State election against the do-

six

lishes detailed crop reports from the wheat-

! ‘rloRMsktfjr coNWtESsy

*

boat, containing a party of was a large attendance.,.. Visible supply of

Burned : The lumberyard

(

memorial of SpolTord,contesting the seat of
Kellogg, of Louisiana.- In the House, the bill
relating to coinage and bullion certificates was
discussed. Mr. Chalmers’resolution to appoint a
committeeto investigate his connectionwith the
Fort Pillow massacre,was laid on the table.
During the debate on the resolution a sharp personal colloquy occurred between Mr, Chalmers
and Mr. Burrows,of Michigan. The latter, in the
course of a speech, made some remarks not
complimentaryto Mr. Chalmera’ condnct in the
Fort Pillow affair. The latter arose and said that
ho regrettedwhat Mr. Burrows bmp Raid, but he
would remind hitn fliat Ids''(Ourtows’) record iu
tho war was not clean aud unspotted.Mr. Burng.
*
rows. advancing down the aisle, demanded
The annual electionof directors of to • know what Mr. • Chalmers meant.
Chambers, amid much confusion,said that
the Michigan Central railroad was held at De- he had been told that Durrowfo had
troit last week. Thh bid directory was re- resigned because his superior officerthought he
was not competent. This announcement was reelected, and the rend remains under the conceived with derisive laughter on the Republican
trol of Wm. 11 Vanderbilt
side. Burrows said that the statementwas inThe , homeopaiihiQ physicianshave famously false, and this wss the ffrat time that he
had ever heard it. Chalmers said that he old not
just held their annual meeting at St Louis, believethe statement, aud would withdrawIL.
Mo. A large number of delegateswere in atIn the Senate, on tho 8th, oonsidetation
was
tendance. Minneapoliswas chosen as the next resumed of the House bill prohibiting military in
place of meeting. ...The National Womauterferenceat elections,and Mr. Morgan advocated
Huffrago Convention, lately in sessionat 8L
its passage.
The Honse discussed the bill to
Lonis, elected Elizabeth Cady Stanton Presienforce the Eight Hour law and the Silver bill. The
dent for the ensuing year. ll Vj ,.i .
former was defeated by a vote of 103 nays to 52

Exports of provisions from United

1

The people of Californiahave voted
convention,

isors

«

ington.

%
bf the heAVioet koolon dry
goods firms in New York, is announced.Their States Supreme Court in relation to the Pacific
uabiiitiesare estimated at upward of 1750,000. Railroad companies, puts an effectual stop to
The pian arrested in Philadelphia all the effortsthat have beeirnade to prevent
the Government frpin exercising its authority
while trying to effect an eichange of some of over the accounte of the' Oentral and Union
the bonds stolen from the Maabattan Baik, of Pacific Companies, and compels them to proNew York, turns out to be Johnny Dobbs, one ceed to comply with the law establishinga
of the most noted bank robbers in the country. sinking fund to meet their indebtedness to the
He was the principal in the robbery of the Government
Dexter (Mo.) Savings Bank, which was attended
' A't’RizE-FiGET for the heavy-weight
with the murder of Cashier Barron, because ho
would not give up the keys of the safe. A re- championship of the United States came off
ward of $5,000 had been offered for him, dead last week on Long Point island, hear Buffalo.
or alive. 1
Tho contestantswore John Dwyer and Jim
The trial of Dr. T. Do Witt Talmage, ^Uiott It was the quickest match, aod at the
Same time the most terrifloone, on record. In
which has been in progressbefore ' a synod of the brief spaoe of twelve minutes and forty
he Presbyterian church 'at New York for sev- secondsDwyer knockea tipjo out of his , antageral weeks, was brought to a close the other onist on the twelfth round, sending him to
ground unoonsdous. Both men wore' badly
day, resulting ip hi*
,,
punished, bnt Elliott showed tho worst pound-

960.000; partially insured.

periled The principle oJihisBtatnteenacted
by
the fathers hasanablsd the Governmentof the

tives,

the present.

The uuspensiop of WJiittemor^Poet,

dilla, Nl Y.,

the supremaev of the oonstitutiod has been resisted,and the perpetuity of our Institutionsim-

ent only seven divinity students, so

THE EAST.

.

Ail me teacningsor experiencein the oonrse of
our history are in favor of sustaining its
efficiencyunimpaired on every ;ofccasion when

i
•3 v v
National Women’s SuffrageAssociation held its of 93 curacies vacant, jmd it is impossiTo the Houne OP KEPkKSKNTATTVjBS; After
annual conventionat 81 Louis last weec. Nine- ble to find candidateefor them. In the
teen States were represented. The following Universityof Giessen there are at pres- a careful consideration of tho bill entitled “An
oflicers were elected for the ensning year:
act to prohibit military interferenceat electhat the future looks no brighter than

Poel
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when he was an infant. She had been
married three times, and had children
by her first husband^but they died of
old age some years ago. Her recolleo

SABBATH READING.
Be Patient.
lily in the meadow

Every
Waite in paticnoefor the rain;
Every daisy in the shadow
Waits till sunshine comes again;
Every birdie in its home nest
Waits for food nor waits in vain.
Dearest Savior,it is written
uBe ye paUent,” in Thy Word;
Make me patient as the lily.
Or the daisy or the bird.
Give me. Lord, Thy loving spirit,
Never by impatience stirred.

ReligiousUnity.

OF DEVOTIONAL READINGS.
Then Peter said M Ye know that it is
an unlawful thing for a Jew to keep
company with one of another nation, or
to come near him. But God hath
shewed me that I should not' call any
man common or unclean. Of a truth I
A SELECTION

:

perceivethat God is no respecter of
persons, but in every nation he that
feareth Him and worketh righteousness
is acceptable to Him.”—
of the
Apoxtles.

the law relating to offenses against chastity,
morality and decency: to authorizethe
formationof lumbermensexchanges;to amend
the law relative to lions of mechanics and others; to amond the law relative to the protection
oMloating logs and timber; to authorize the
Board of Control of Stato Swamp Lands to
make an appropriationof State, swamp and
overflowed lanu; to amend the cnarterof the
city of Pontiac;to amond the charter of the city
of Manistee;to amend the law relativeto plankroad companies; to authorize the Boards of
Supervisors of counties to provide for tlie preservation and maintenance, of tho original sections and OX
Quarter posts; to authorizo
an apDropriation
of swamp lands
lai
to construct
the Tuscola and Siginaw Bay State road, to
provide for the incorporation of Stato conventions and divisions of tho Ancient Order of Hibernians. . . .A joint resolutionwas passed providing a suitable room in the new Slate Capitol
building for geological specimens,and authorizing an appropriationfor furnishing tho same,
and to provide for refundingmoneys expended
by certain counties of the State of Michigan
in the support of marines and soldiers at the
asylum of tho insane.

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Tuesday,

May

4— Senate.—

The

resolu-

tion asking Congress to pension Mexican sol-

diers was amended so as to exclnde Jefferson
tions she gave in incoherent and frag- Davis, and then lost. ...About twonty-flve bills
mentary talk, but she claimed to have were agreed to iu committee of the whole.
helped, when 10 years of age, put out a
Houee.— The House passed a joint resolufire in New Jersey caused by British tion to amend section 12, article18, of tho consoldiers during the Revolutionary war. stitntion,relative to penal fines; also,
She was a small woman, and certainly bills to amend the law relative to cost*
of proceedings in criminalcases, to amend
had the appearance of very great age.
tho law concerningfugitives from justice,and
to amend the charter of Alpona,... A resolution was offered to investigate the accnsations
TRADE NOTES.
of religiouspersecutionm the Flint Asylum
for the Deaf, Dumb and Blind, but it was tabled.
Fall River spinners threaten to
. .Several bills were agreed to in committee of
strike if their wages are not advanced the whole, including one forbidding foreign in15 per cent. The mills say they cannot surance companies to take suits to the United
States courts ____ Tho AgriculturalCollege Apafford an increase, and a general shutpropriationbill was made a special order for
down would probably result from a Thursday evening.
Wednesday, May 7.— Senate.— The followstrike.
.

Of 23,612 clergymen belonging to
the Church of England, 8,615 were
graduatedat the University of Cambridge, 7,682 at Oxford, 1,761 at Dublin, 655 at Durham, 176 at the University of London, and 1,646 are en-

.

ing billB were

passed: To provide for an ap-

propriation for the publishing, of tho proceedings of annual meetings of Superintendents
of
tho Poor for 1S7‘J-S0,the sum of $200; relating

the constructionand keeping in repair tho
sidewalksin tho highway; to regulate tho mode
of appointment and the compensation of the
Abraham once welcomed an aged
several dorks and employes in tho various derolled as non-graduates.
partmentsof the State Government; to proscribe
stranger to his table. When all had
The American Export Journal says the manuei of selling leasehold interestsin lauds
gathered round the board each uttered
on execution;to require orders drawn by the
u Biamillah” Q4 In the name of God”) “the estimated value of the manufactCommissioner of Highways to be audited by tho
England TownshipBoard; to amend the law relative to
save one— the stranger-guest uttered no ured products of the
word. Then Abraham said; “Old States, according to the’ last census, thoeligibilityof persons to townshipoffices ; relaman, is it not right when thou dost eat was $909,116,772. The capital invested tive to the admissionof insurancecompaniesof
foreign governments into this State ; to amend
thy food to repeat the name of God? ” was estimated at $500,666,041 ; wages, the law relative to the incorporationof cities;
The strangerreplied : M My custom is $213,763,206; materials, $600,956,000; :o amend the law rela'ive to issuing of false,
fraudulentand part-paidshares of tho
that of the tire-worshiper.” Then rnd products at $909,110,772.”
stock of railroad companies;requiring
Abraham arose in wrath, and drove the
The iron interest seems to bo arising certAin State officers to give* bonds beaged Geber from his house. Even as
from its long sleep and awaking to new fore entering on their official duties; to prohe did so, a spirit stood before the
tect the people of Michigan from imposition
life and energy. No class had felt the
and fraud; to amend tho law relative to courts
patriarch and said; “Abraham, for
depression more than those who have held by Justices of the Peace ; to providefor
100 years the divine bounty has flowed
*hnd their capital looked up in iron and the collectionof tho social statistics of Michiout in sunshine and rain, in bread and
steel. Returning prosperity to those gan and to providefor the publicationof said
statistics,together with tho statisiics to 1)6
life to this man ; is it for thee tp refuse
means heart and vigor to widely con- taken by the authorityof tho United States in
him because his worship is not thine ? ”
nected interests and diversified indus- tho year 1880, to amend tho law relative to the
-Saadi.
incorporationof literaryand sciontiflcassociatries.
There are diversitiesof gifts, but the
tions; to facilitatetho transaction of the busiThe total value of our exports for the ness of oo-operative and mutual benefitassosame spirit; there are diversitiesof
to

ALL SORTS.

'

Americans can send wheat to England
and sell it at a profit for less than it
costs the English to grow

it.

A mad dog iu Chesterfieldcounty,
South Carolina, recently bit Mr. Tucker,
who in turn bit two, of his children, and
the lives of all three are now despaired
dL
A wealthy Boston woman has started
two kitchen-gardensin the city, where
yonng girls a) e to be taught housework
by means of miniaturefurniture and
utensils.

Jem Mace bos two

sons, according to

an Australian paper, and they are preach-

among the Flymonth brethren,ope
them being a yonng man of unusual

ers
of

promise.

The effectsof too much sleep are not
Monday, May 12— Senate. —Not in session. less signal than those arising from its
House — Tho House Of Representatives
was privation. The whole nefvous system
called to order at 10:80 this morniog, forty- becomes blunted,so that the muscular
nino members being present. There not being energy is enfeebled,
a quorum, a recess was taken until 2 p. m. In
the afte. noon there was a quorum present, and
this and the evening sessions were consumed in
committee of the whole, in considerationof

The

scaffolding that has remained for

around the tower of
Cathedral,
in France, was resundry bills ____ A resolutionwas passed that
hereafter tho House meet at a. m. until tho moved a fevr days ago, the lantern havclose of tho session.
ing at length been completely restored.

New

. An Immense

fifty-six years

Rouen

The Quakers, or Friends,are said to
have been diminishing slowly, though
forme out steadily, during the last twenty, years,

Cattle Ranche.

They have some pretty big
West, but the largestof them dwindles in- in consequence of the secularisation of
to comparative insignificance beside one many of the yonuger people born in the
which is just being establishedin Colo- society.
The Chinese are more and more
rado. This is the consolidationof the
Hermosilla and Huerfano cattle ranches ousting Europeans from tho profits they
in the southern part of that State into have hitherto enjoyed. They have
one immense stock farm, which will run lately formed at Hong Kong a Chinese
along both banks of the Huerfano river, Marine Insurance Company with a capbetween forty and fifty miles, and cover ital of
;
somethingover one hundred thousand
The locomotives on one of the prinacres. P. T. Barnum has been interest- cipal French railways are provided with
ed in tho Huerfano ranche for about small clocks placed in front at the botten years, in company with a fellow- tom of the smoke-stack.They are not
ciations.
townsman of Bridgeport, Ot., named affected by the vibration, and they tell
services, but the same Lord ; and there year ending with March was $720,000,House.— Bills passed: Making an appropri- Sherwood, who put into the firm
are diversities of operations,but the 000, against $665,000,000for the twelve
the station-masters the exact time of the
same God who worketh all in all.— months ending March 31, 1878, a gain ation for improvements at the State prison at the knowledge of raising cattle arrival of trains.
of $55,000,000. The excess of exports Jackson, $41,000; to amend the charter of tho while the showman furnished tho cash.
Paul.
Cardiac hypertrophy,or muscular
village of Nashville;to authorizethe Board of
They have made a very good thing of enlargement of the heart— a very seriAll nation* have their mensageirom on high. over imports for the last twelve months
Control
of
State
Swamp
Lands
to make an apEach the Meiwiah of some centralthought.
reached the enormous total of $283,000,the speculation,but Sherwood finally
propriation to complete the Tawas and Manisous disease— is often induced by an exFor the fulfillmentand delight of man;
0)0, against $199,000,000for the year tee State road from West Branch; to amend tho wanted to extend operations through a
One ha* to teach that Labor i* divine;
cess of violent muscular exercise, a fact
ending with March, 1878, showing a net law relative to roloaso of poor debtorsfrom stock company, and Barnum concluded
Another Freedom; and another Mind;
that should not be forgotten by those
And all that God is open-eyed and just.
imprisonment;
to
amend
tho
law
lelative
to
increase of our foreign commerce of
to sell out. This was something over
The happy center and calm heart of all.
maintainingpoliticalpurity; to amend tho law
men and women who indulge in con$84,000,000.
—Loicfll.
relativeto tho service of process upon insur- a year ago, and since then Sherwood tests of strength, endurance, or agility.
Whichever through the ages rise
Forty-ninefailures were reported in ance companies not incorporated under the laws has been working away till now he has
The altars of aelf sacrifice,
Scientific men, after spending years
of theSiate; to amend tuo law relative to the
Where love its anus has opened wide,
New York city in April, in which the care of persons insane at tho expiration joined William H. Vanderbilt,John B. of study on the subject, are now preOr man for man has calmly died.
Dutcher
and
some
other
capitalists
with
total liabilitiesamounted to $1,199,883, of their term of sentence at any of tho penal
1 see the same white wings outspread
him in the Colorado Cattle Company, pared to declare that the ’possum does
That hovered o'er the Blaster's head,
and the assets were estimated at $633,- institutionsor tho Detroit House of Correction
not feign death, but that he simply,
to
amend
the
law
relative
.to
providing
for
tho
And everywherethe Spiritwalks
121. Compared with the preceding settlement and drainage of tho swamp lands by wliich combines the old Barnum-Sher- really and truly faints. But bow is it
The garden of the heart, and talks
month, this shows a large increase in actual settlers; to amend tho law relative to wood property with the adjoining and that the little chap “comes to ” so sudWith man. as under Eden’s trees.
In all his varied languages.
liabilities; March having forty failures, support of teachers’ institutes; to amend tho much larger Hermosilla ranche, and
denly, and runs away the moment your
— H'hUHer,
with liabilitiesof $480,449, and assets law providingfor the incorporation of railroad proposes to go into the business on a
Let us all unite to uprear the true $211,754. In April, 1878, there were companies, and to regulate the running and bigger scale than was ever before at- back is turned?
Cheese and butter are bringing relchurch. No nation, no sect, ought to seventy-threefailures, with total liabili- management, and to fix the duties and liabilities tempted. Barnum and Sherwood have
of ail railroad and other corporations owuing or
atively higher prices than ever before.
be excluded ; for through each God has
had
as
many
as
five
or
six
thousand
operating auy railroad within tho State.
ties of $9,890,000.
Hpoken, and in each some form of truth
Thursday, May 8 — Senate —The following cattle on their farm, but the new com- The exports of cheese lost year to Great
The
general
rerival of manufacturing
is deposited iu the flow of ages. Come,
pany expects to increase the number to Britain amounted to 111,000,000pounds,
bills were passed: To authorizethe formation
ye nations of the West, with all the industry cheers Troy, N. Y., where 5,000
atl east fifty thousand. “ There’s mill- worth over $13,000,000, a large increase
men and boys, or a tenth of the city’s of associations for intellectual,scientific,jpsriches of truth ye possess. Let also the
ions in it,” according to Barnum, for over the previous year. Butter was expopulation,are now employed in the thetic,spiritual,religious or liberal culture or
nations of the East come, clad in the
the Bridgeport firm have raised oxen ported to the amount of 14,000,000
inquiries; to authorizecertain personsto enter
golden robe of morning light, with their different factories.The Burden horse- upon laud being mined for coal, and to enter until they were ready for market at a pounds.
sublime devotion and fervent faith. shoe works and the Albany and Rens- the mine thereon and make an examinationand cost of only $4 a head, and the expense
That Southern journalism is a paying
survey, and to provide for tho collection of
Thus shall the scripturesof science in selaer iron and steel works, together em- damages of certainpersons, corporationsor of herders, which is the chief bill, will business is proved by the following exploying 3,300 hands, are in full operathe West and of inspiration in the East
companies for obstructingor not permitting be proportionately diminished with tract from the private letter of a candid
tion for the first time since 1873. All
inch an examinationand survey; to provide for larger herds. Then, too, the new comconstitute together the Word of God.—
Mississippi editor: “Two years of
but three of the stove firms are also the regulation and enforcement of assignments
Kexh ul) Chunder Sen.
pany
will
raise
grain
and
fatten
the
journalistic life have reduced me to the
running their foundries, and. while and other trusts for tho benefit of creditors; to
ONE OOI).
cattle, which will make them worth $55 lowest dregs of poverty and misery,
around
almost
all
authorize
county
boards
of
Supervisors
to
profits are small all
Father of all ! in every age,
transcribe and remap town and mutilated to $65 a head, instead of the $32 to $36 and to-day I stand before this comIn every clime adored.
the manufacturersare crowded with city and village plats; to amend the
By saint, by savage, or by sage—
which Barnum and Sherwood have got munity a prominent candidate for the
orders, and could use more room if they charter of tho city of Ann Arbor; 10
Jehovah, Jove, or Lord
amend tho charter of tho city of for theirs. Vanderbilt is expected to poor-house.”
had it.
This day be bread and peace my lot
Grand rapids; to change the names run his new enterprise in connection
The people of the Pennsylvania oil
The wheat trade of Philadelphia is of certain streets in Bay City; to antbnd the law with his railroads, of course, and go
All else benea’h the sun
regions
are going to build a monument
Thou knowest If best bestowed or not.
growing enormously; the receiptsthere providingfor tile exercise by religious societies into the business of exporting beef on
And let Thy will he done.
in Titusville to Col. Drake, the man who
of
corporate
powers
for
certain
purposes;
to
last month were 1,480,600 bushels,
amend the laws relating to plank roads; to an immense scale. Altogether,itreally put down the first oil well in the UnitTo Thee whose temple is all space.
against 353,400 bushels in April last
amend the law providingfor tho settlement seems to be a pretty big thing.— IVii/a- ed States twenty years ago. Report
Whose altay earth,sea, skies,
year— increase, 1,127,200 bushels. The and drainage of swamp lands by actual sot- delphia Times.
One chorus let all beings raise.
say the Colonel died some time ago a
All nature’s incense rise.
receipts of corn during the same month tiers; to authorize and empower the Board of
miserable, impecunious pensioner, ho
Control of State Swamp Laud to make an ap
— /’ope.
were 2,715,200 bushels against 3,070,000
ONE CHURCH.
propriation of State swamp land for tho con
having reaped no valid advantage from
bushels
in the same period in 1878— de- structionof the Alpena and Martinez State
Dyspepsia,
One holy church of God appears
his
discovery.
crease 355,800 bushels. The receipts road; to amend the law relative to maintaining
Through every age and race,
For many years the eccentric Thomas
Unwasted by the lapse of years,
political
purity
;
to
amend
the
law
relative
to
of rye increased from 54,700 bushels to
A traveler in the interior of Peru
Unchanged by changing place.
Carlyle has been afflictedwith dyspep153,500 bushels, and the most of it was depositions of witnesses in civil cases. .Senarecently
came upon a settlement of
tor Bobbins introduceda concurrentresolution sia. How he acquired it, he thus deFrom oldest time, on farthestshores,
taken for exportation. During the naming Saturday, May 81, for the final adjournstrange people with strange customs,
scribed
in
a
conversation
with
an
AmerBeneath the pine or palm.
month 137,534 barrels of crude petro- moot of the session. Tabled.
whose history is unknown. He says :
One unseen Presence she adores,
ican clergyman:
leum were received in Philadelphia, House —Bills passed:To authorize the Board
With silenceor with psalm.
“Among
them there are no sick or de“ I am sure I can hardly tell, sir; I
against 33,590 barrels in the same of Control of State Swamp Lands to establish a
formed
persons, their custom being to
Her prlcata are all God't faithfulsons,
State road, and make an appropriationof only know that for one, or two. or three
month last year.
send a committee to each sick* old perTo serve the world raised up;
swamp lands to aid the constructionthereof, in and twenty years of my mortal existence son, and those wfoo are reported post reThe pure iu heart her baptized ones,
Mason county; to more fully protect vineyards, I was not consciousof the ownership of
Love her communioncup.
Siberia.
orchards anil gardens from trespass and lar- that diabolical arrangement called a covery or past usefulnessare promptly
The truth is her prophetic gift.
strangledby the public executioner.”
Siberia has long been not merely the ceny; to amend tho law relative to pr.mary stomach.
The eoul her sacred page;
schools; to amond the law providing for the
political,
but
the
universal
prison
of
And feet on mercy's errands swift
“I had grown up the healthy and
In the back room of a first floor of a
8U11 make her pilgrimage.
Russia, capital punishment being now floating of logs and timbers in tho streams of hardy son of a hardy and healthy
London
bouse wore found a man, his
this
State;
to
establish
a
separate
school
for
the
—Samuel Longfellow.
reserved for cases of high treason, and blind ____ Much time was consumedin commit- Scotch dalesman, and he was the deswife, two children,and twelve fowls. In
murder punished with transportation tee of the whole in the consideration of sundry cendant of a long line of such; men an adjoining room were 127 fowl*. The
Something to Ring Bells For,
The Rev. Dr. Day, in a recent sermon for life. But in this transportation I ills.... The House, after an exciting debate, that had tilled their paternal acres, and sanitary officerserved a compulsory orpassed the Appropriationbill for the Agriat Plainfield, N. J., told this simple there are many different grades. Ban- cultural College for the ytari 1879 and 188u, of gained their threescoreyears and ten der on the man for the removal of the
story : In a town not far distant, a few ishment to one of the border fortresses •3*089.24.
even mayhap, by reason of “birds.” It took four persons an hour
Friday, May 9.— Senate.— Bills were passed: strength, their fourscore years— and and a half to do it. In another house
years since, two Christian young men, is the mildest form, usually inflicted
brothers, were doing a prosperous busi- upon military offenders. Next comes To provide for the assessment and taxation of had gone down to their graves never a on the same street 300 fowls were fonnd,
ness, assisting many noble enterprises, Western Siberia, which, traversed by telegraphlines within the State; to amend tho man of them the wiser for the posses- “the atmosphere of the rooms and pasand each living in a beautiful home. A several commercialhighways, contain- charter of the city of Detroit relative to the sion of this infernal apparatus.
sages being stifling.”
Recorder’s Court of said city; to provide for
combination of disasters suddenly ren- ing many largo towns, and in constant
“ And the voice come to me, saving,
the establishmentand maintenance of a broad
An English child 6 months old was
dered them insolvent. What did they communication with Russia, offers so street or boulevard about the limite of the city 1 Arise and settle the problem of thy
seen
sucking a piece of green wall-pado? They did not consult the law to many advantages that more than one of Detroit and through portion of the town- life !’ And so I entered into my champer,
which was at once taken away.
ships
of
Hamtr
amok,
Greenfield
and
Bpringwells
see how much of their property might criminalwhose term liad expired has reber and closed the door, and around me
making an appiopriationfor the support of
Neverthelessit died next day. u A large
be kepi from the creditors, but at once mained there in preferenceto returning
the Btate Reform Bohool for the jeers 1879 end there came a trooping throng of phansurrendered to them homes, factories, home. Eastern Siberia, called by the 1880 of 171, 000; also appropriating•13,316for tasms dire from the abysmal depths of quantity of lead was found in its stomach. Oxide or carbonate of lead was
assets, all; and promised, if possible, Russians “Za-Baikalski”(beyond Lake new cottages, with additional dormitoryacoom- nethermost perdition. Doubt, Fear,
found also on the paper. .The Coroner
modations
and
other
repairs
and
improvements
Baikal),
is
dreaded
by
the
convicts
for
the balance should yet be paid to each
Mockery and Scorn were
for- the Reform School.... A reso'utionwas ^“belief,
creditor in full. Resuming business, its remoteness and sterility, it being a pawed to investigate the alleged religious pro- 1 there, and I aro^e and wrestled with sensibly remarked that green wall-paper
ought to be abolished, as it not only
poor in Ineans but strong in character, common saying among them that “one scriptioDB at the Flint Asylum for the Deaf, them in travail and agony of spirit.
contained poisonous matter, but was
living in cottages in which their noble year in the East is worse than two in Dumb and Blind.
“ Whether I ate I know not; whether
House.— The entire day was consumed in I slept I know not; I only know that detrimeBtafto health, im u
wives did the house work, until, by the West.” More terriblethan all, howeconomy and industry, the last dollar ever, is the sentence of hard labor in discussionof the General Tax bill..,. At the when I came forth again it was with
One-half million of Archbishop
of the old indebtedness was paid, with the mines, especially those of quicksil- evening session bills were passed: To amend the direful persuasion that I was the Purcell’s liabilities were wiped out by
interest. The day on which this was ver, which, by its ©orrosive action on the charter of the city of Muskegon;to author- miserable owner of a diabolical arrange- the congregation of St. Paul’s Catholic
ize the city of Alpena to issue bonds for watercompleted the bells of the churches the bones, makaa a certain and horrible
ment called a stomach, and I have nev- Church
____ _ in Cincinnati.
_ ...... The sum due
walks.
were rung in honor, end the whole town death the inevitable climax of the pear . Saturday,May 10.— Senate.— Bills passed: er been irfce from’thit knowledgefrom1 the congregationamounted to just
joined in the expressionof grateful joy alty. Escape almost impossible, from To amend the law relative to taking of private that hour to this, and ! suppose I never $1,000,000. A resolution directing that,
— a triumph of character such as the the countlebsmilitarypickets, and th6 property for public use or benefit, and for the shall be until I am laid away te my as the worshipers in St. Paul's believed
bells of any church might well cele- strictness of their surveillance; but, as opening of highways,streetsand alleys by cities
it impossiblefor the Archbishopto pay
off the immense debt, they unanimously
brate;: and any community delight to if to make assurance doubly sure, the and villages; to amend the law relative to relief
Russian Government is now sending of pooudebtors from imprisonment, relative to
pledged themselves to remit one-half
Snakes.
honor.
entries of Justices of the Pesos, Police
many of its polffcioalprisoners td the docket
their claims was adopted.
Justices and other officers;exceptincthe jurisThe followingsnakeawere killed near
A Very Old Woman.
newly-acquired island of Saghalin, diction of Justicesof the Peace fu criminal
The New York Swn sarcastically
There died in New Haven, Ct., lately, lying between the Siberian coast and cases ; making appropriationsfor the institu- Liberty, 111., the other day: Black
says
: One source of satisfaction to the
snakes,
or
racers,
fifty-four;
timber,
or
tion for educatingthe deaf and dumb and the
a colored woman named Elisabeth Hen- Japan. In the reign of Nicholas, prisblind for the years 1879 and 1880, 182,200.
English in their South Africm war is
forest
snakes,
fifteen;
garters,
twentydrickson, who claimed* and was sup- oners were often compelled to march Adjourned at 11 :30 a. m., until Tuesday mornseven; chicken snake, one; houee that the Zulus will scion all be annihiported by relatives and friends in her the tfhole diiftmee with' chain* §n their ing at 10 o’clock.
snakes, two; supposed hoop snake, one. lated. There were 50,000 warriors to
claim, that she was 113 years old. She ankles; but happily this barbarity has
House.— A concurrent resolution was passed
start with; 4,000 fell on one field, 2,000
was well known, and in 1876 she at- become rare cf late years, though there naming Tuesday evening next for a joint meet- Tae largest snake was six feet long, the
on another, 2,500 on a third, 1,200 on a
smallest
was
only
eight
inches
long.
tended the Loan Exhibition of Relics, seems reason to fear that it may be re- ing of the two bouses to receive the report of
Each
snake was carefully and correctly fourth, and still the work goes on. After
the
Kalamazoo
Asylum
investigating
commitvived
before
long.
and was an object of curiosity to many
tee, etc.... The followingbills were passed: measured. The total measurementwas the entire 50,000 have been canceled,
people. There are no trustworthy recTo
amend the law relative to highways;to 282 feet one inch, or an avenge of shouldany Zulu warriors pretend to exThe convicts of the New York State amend
ords upon which to determine her age
the law governing prooeodines against
te- ist, they would evidentlybe only minus
A man died not long ago at the age of prison are refusing to work because corporationsin chancery; to amend the law nearly thirty-fourinches. — StXouis Re
| quantities.
publican.
relative
to
proofs,
demands
on
suit;
to
amend
they
do
not
get
enough
to
eat.
80 years, whom she said she nursed

$600,000.
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Saturday, May 17. 1879.

25 per oent Interest.

FINANCES.
If

The treasury department has

issued a

of

bonds sold

March

you would invest your money so

as to

“Pettit’s

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
at the

a bottle of
Blood Purifier” and when you

“feel bad all over” have no appetite, and
during the present hardly able to crawl around try the

CHEAP CASH STORE

administration,has been $803,095,700, medicine, it will cure you, giving the
and that the annual interest saved by re- largestdividendsof any investmentin the
funding since that date is $18,038,051. world. Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., DrugThe whole amount sold during the first gists and Apothecaries, Holland, Mich.
four months of this year was $503,095,700, and the annual interest saved

is

$9,418,-

051. The most remarkable thing in

ALSO-*-

j".

history of the funding operations is this

The finest lot of Parasols ever brought
enormous aggregateof sales during the
to
this town— from the cheapest to the
past four months. An average sale of
highest— can be found at
more than $142 000,000per month is someD. BERT8CH.
thing unprecedented. Nothing approaching

was ever known except perhaps

it

-

in

How

sums

France, when the people loaned vast

much

their aoll of the presence of the hated

under the excitement followingthe

arms. Some

Which
Take Hop

Janu-

is answered in three words—
Bitters! See other column.

_

months when these bond sales were tak-

stock raising farmers

is

the im-

Kleyn.

was shown

ket-day as a fair-day the proprietorsof

O. VAN
Holland, May 16th, 1879.

80IIELVEN,Sec'y.

is

of Fillmoie, displayed a young
which he called full-blooded

white bull,

15 mouths, weight not given.

Mr. G. de Witt, of Fillmore,paraded a

months
of age, and weighing 1,070 pounds. Tne
latter was the most admired, perhaps
owing to the similarityof this kind and
the popular breeds in the Kingdom of the
Netherlands. We take considerable pride,
however, in the competition we have
full-bloodedHolstein bred hull, 15

and Shoes will

a

few minutes you can make your kid glove look

our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

lie sacrificed

Chancery Sale.
ImprovedPortab'.a(3IIBD

STATE OF MICHIGAN:
Tne Circuit Court for the County of
In Chancery. |

CALVIN D.

BARRELL,

NOTICE.

Is hereby given to all persons claiming
to be owners of or to have auy right,tijle or
Interest in or to all that certain piece or parcel of
land lying and being In the township of Olive.
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, known
and described as follows: commencing at the center of the State Road on the section line runningeast and west between sectionsthree and ton (3
and 10) in town six (6) north of range sixteen
west, thence west twelve (12t rods, thence north
thiiteen (13) rods, thence east twelve (12) rods to
the center cf said State Road, thence south thirteen rods along the center of said State Ro.id
to the place of beginning,the said parcel
of land being on the east half of the south-west
quarter of section three (3) in town six (6) north, of
range sixteen Mfi) west, that the school district
number six of the township of Olive, in the County
of Ottawa aud State of Michigan, has designated,
determinedand established in manner provided by
law the premises above described as a school house
site in and for said district;that in pursuance of
the statute in such case made and provided, a jury
will assemble at the office of William A. Willis,a
Justice of the peace, in the said townshipof Olive,

Amelia

]

Manufacturedby the

1

Mowry. Defts. in supplemental
bill with Edwin Thayer as to
whom said bill has been din- )
missed and also defendants with
said Thayer and said complainant exhibited nyainst them and
said Thayer and said complainant by William Manwuringas
complainant,
Defendants.
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa,in Chaneery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
twenty-seventhday of September, A. D. 1879,

Waterloo Yeast Company.

|

I

|

8R1ST and

FEED MILLS

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST
1

'

Notice

Farmers and Stock Men

is

CDSTOMILUN

•power.

i

feed.

1

AREND

EDWARDS

Order

W

also begins

0

Mortgage Sale.

said mortgage has become operative;Note there
vent of some new invention by which the fore notice is hereby given, that by virtue of th<
power of sale and in pnrsnanceof the statute li
cares and labors of housekeepingam lesssuch case made and provided, the said mortgagi
ened,
woman’s work made easier. will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises there
in described, at public auction, to the highest bid
The newest thing to challengeour at- der, at the front door of the Court Honse, in tbi
ention aud gladden the heart of the house- city of Grand Haven, In said county of Ottawa, oi

WOODWARD,

ARTHUR

Monday, the Eleventh day of Angor

called the Novelty Brush next, at one o'clock in the afternoon of that day
holder, Carpet Stretcher and Sweeper, a very which said premises are describedin said mori
gage as foMows: All that certain piece or parcel o
simple contrivance designed to Jimfy hold land situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich
igan and described as the west eighteen am
in position any kind of a brush or duster; MMOO acres off of the north-east quarterof th
having an extension handle that enables north west quarter of station twenty-five In towr
Is

ship six, north of tangs thirteen west, also a piec

one to wash or dnst windows, walls or ceil- of land In said connly commencing in the rente
of the Jennlson road at the north-weat corner c
ings without the aid of a step ladder. Hiram Andriet’land running thence south flit

conveniences,and

also one of the best carpet

it is

sweepers In the

owned by Jan Bos, said land being on tl
market, holding the brush firmly at an an- Und
east half ot the aouih-west quarter of sectii

gle. It cleans the carpet thoroughly
raises no dust, and does not wear the carpet like the ordinary brooms. As a handle
for,

the scrubbing brush

it

is

the best device

ever made, no more kneeling on the floor,
no more back aches or sore fingers.

As carpet stretcher alone
cost, as a carpet of

evenly without auy

any

R

size

tion usually attending such

A Large Block of

is worth

can be

of the labor

its

laid

and vexa-

work.

twenty-four, in townshipsix north, of range th
teen west, containingone acre and aoventy-i
rods of land accordingto tho government sarve
be the same more of fees.
Dated, May 1% A. D. 1879.
JAN BD8, Assignee qf Mortgage
Gao. W. McBridi, AU'y. for Assignee.14- 13m

.

Carpets, Matting,

It is

binges,
It is

is

compact,cheap and durable.

manufactured by Brown A

Co., Cin-

cinnati the well known manufacturers of
useful householdtrlloles, and is sold only
by their agents to bousekeepera. The real
utility of tbia .article will at once be seen
by those most interested,and we. predict
for it a largo sale. Every housekeeperin
the land wiir Want one.
Any reliablelady or gentleman wishing
remunerative employment, would do well
to secure the agency for this county,

Grain Elevators, Steam Engines, Corn

I

MORTGAGE

H.

MEYER &

THE WORLD’S

BALM

RHEUMATISM
Dropsy, Erysipelas, Scrofula, Secondary Syphl
Gravel, Diabetes, and ail diseases In which
blood is implicated, is now offered to the pnti
Sold byalf Retail Drnpgi«ts, and (wholesale oi
838,

Rochester, N.

Y.

icals.

P. O.

I

1-28

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS!
and

see that tho two heads are on each package.
Certain unprincipled parties have tried to deceive
the public by using a trade mark similar to our
own, but be not deceived, and see that your Yeast
is genuine and the words “TWIN BROHERS,"
are on every package.
Tlie Twin Brothers’ is the only Yeast that has
stood the test of years, and has a

WORLD WIDE REPUTATION!

Fox, Shields

&

Co.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

IM

DAN

J.

4

at

ARNOLD, CircuitJudgs.

Akilet A Fabk, Complainant'sSolicitors.
[A Trne

Copy.]

ig-7w

PROVERBS.
“No one can be sick when the stomach, blood, liver, and kidneys are
healthy, and Hop Bitterskeep them so.”
“The greatest nourishing tonic, appetizer, strengthenerund curative on
earth, —Hop Bitters.”
“It is impossible to remain long sick
or out of health, where Hop Bitters are

used.”

“Why do Hop Bitters cure so much?”
“Because they give good digestion,rich
blood, and healthy action of all the
organs.”
“No matter what your feelings or
ailment is, Hop Bitters will do you
good.”
“Remember, Hop Bitters never does
harm, but good, always and continually.
“Purify the blood, cleanse tho stomach and sweeten the breath with Hop
Bitter*.”

“Quiet nerves and balmy sleep in
Hop Bitters.”
“No health with inactive liver and
urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”

CO.

DR. L. D. WEYBURN’B ALTERATIVE 8YR1
Pf"A remedy nsed Thirty-fiveyears In a prlv
practice,and never telling to radicallycure

THE WEYBUIIN MEDICINE CO.

Please give this Yeast a fair trial, and when you
on your grocer to buy, see that what he sells
to you is fresh, and call his attention to the fact
that vfe warrant every package, and if he has any
that is stale or old on hand we will exchange and
give him fresh yeast for It WITHOUT CHARGE,
believing that IT HAS NO EQUAL, for making
Light, Sweet and Wholesome Bread. It Is PURELY VEGETABLE, and contains no drugs or chemcall

vJ

Just Received at

11-8*

111.

BUILDERS OF

Tiy Hop Cough Cure and Pain Belief.
For 8ale by J. O. Doesbarg.

Door Mats* Etc.,

strong, simple, thoroughly made, cannot
get out of order, has no screws, lever or

Waterloo, N. Y. 9 Wabash Ave.,Chl.IH.
48 Hudson St. N. Y., 159 River at. Cleveland, O., Detroit, Miclt., 8t. Louis, Mo.,
Peoria, III., Toronto, Ontario.

Defendant. J
Shellera,Ac.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the County
26- ly
of Ottawa in Chancery,at the city of Grand Haven on the 23rd day of April, A. 1). 1879.
SALE.
In this cause it appearing from affidavit on file,
that the defendant.Arthur Woodward, is not a res- I'AEFAULT having been made in the conditionsofa curtain mortgage,hear* mr date
At the late World’s Fair at Vienna it received
ident of this State, but resides in the State ol
Ohio, on motion ot Akelev & Farr, complainant’s the 29th day of May, A. D. 1872, executed by Galen the Gold Medal aud honorable mention from the
solicitors,it is ordered that the said defendant, Eastman, of the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa Commmittee. At Philadelphiaa Medal and
Arthur Woodward, cause his appearanceto be en- County,and State of Michigan,to Walter Wright, Diploma.
tered herein, within three months from the date of of the City of Chicago, County of Cook, and State
this order, and in case of his appearancethat he of Illinois, ard recorded in the office of the RegThe Twin Brothersinutructtheir dealers
cause his answer to the complainant’s
bill of com- Ister of Deeds, for the County of Ottawa, In the
to
return their Yeast Cakes at their explaint to bo filed, and a copy thereof to be served State of Michigan, on the first day of June. A. D.
on said complainant'ssolicitors,within twenty 1872. In Liber X of mortgages, on page 402, which pense when they fret too old.
days after serviceon him of a copy of said hill aud said mortgage was for a va'nnble consideration,
Wholesale Agents for this Region:
notice of this order: aud that in default thereof, duly assignedby Thomas Lyman and Lewis D.
said bill be taken as confessedby the said non- Webster,executors of the estate of the said Walter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney,on the
resident defendant. And it is further ordered,
that within twenty days the said complainant eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1879, which said
canse a notice of ibis order to be published in the assignmentwas duly recorded in the said office of
Holland City News, a newspaper printed, pub- Register of Deed* for said County of Ottawa, on
lished and circulating in said county,and that the 19th day of February, 1879, in Liber 13 of
*
inch publication be continncd therein at lo-asi Mortgages, on page 80, by tho non-payment of
once in each week, lor six weeks in succession, or money due thereon as provided by the terms of the
that they cause a copy of this order to he person- same, and on which mortgage there Is claimed to
GROCER REEFS IBEX FOR SALE,
ally served on said non-residentdefendant,at ho due at the date of this notice, the sum of four
hundred and fifty-twodollars,($452) with interest
II 5w
least twenty days before the time above prescribed
thereon,
the rate of ten
cent,
for bis appearance.

and

of its

CO., Chicago,

vi.

TX7HEREAS

washing machine, the carpet sweeper, &c. maining secured by said m irtgage, or any pan
Almost every week we chronicle the ad- thereof, whereby the power of sale contained ir

one

RICHARDS, &

|

may

is

J. C.

Complainant,

ff

That

talks,

Publication.

CARRIE WOODWARD, 1

defaulthas been made in the payment of the money secured by a mortgage,
at once on the division running from the
dated the 13th day of May. A. D. 1871. executedoy
head of navigation on the Columbia east- Roelof A. Schouteu and Gijsbertje Schouten, his
ward a hundred aud eighty miles. There wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, Ottawa county,
Michigan, to Huibert Keppel, of Zeeland,aforeU • hopeful prospect that the entire gap said, which said mortgage was recorded in the
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
between the Missouri and the Yellowstone Ottawa and State of Michigar. to Liber X of mortwill be closed up this season. This is gages, on page 93. qn the 19th day of August, A. D.
1871, at one o’clock,p. m., and whereas, the said
good news for the whole country.
morigage has been duly assigned by the said Huibert Keppel to Jan Bos, by assignment,bearing
date the 18th day of February. A. D. 187S, and re
The Latest Invention in Useful Household corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
Articles.
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon
of «aid nav, in Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on pag«
Within the last few years there has been 366. and the same is now owned by him; ant
expended a great deal of inventive thought whereas the amount now claimed to be due or
said mortgage at the date of this notice it the sntr
and genius upon what
properly be of one hundred and sixty five doll irs and seventy
eight cents, principaland interest,and the furthci
classed as household articles, the most sura of twenty-flrcdollarsas an attorney fee. slip
noted results of which are (lie production nlated for in said mortgage, and which is tht
whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid or
of the sewing machine,the wringer, the said mortgage, and no suit or proceedinghaving
been institutedat law to recover the debt now re

keeper, is, what

FACTORIES & WHOLESALE DEPOTS:

CTATE

Michigan.

of iron Have just been sent around to the

Public.

Jane. 1879,

nth

Work

is

Ottawa—

vs.

James Mowry amt

Yean Before the

Eighteen

OTAIIC

Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
hereby given that on the Seventeenth
day of Jnne, A. D. 1879, Qt one o clocu, in
A
SMALL
EVEBY VILLAGE
the afternoon, at the front doorof the Court Honse,
in the city of Grand Haven, in said County.I, the
subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,in and
for said County,will sell, at public auction, to the
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM.
highest bidder, the lands and premises d» scribed
Cedar Falls. Iowa. March. 1877.
in said decree, all of the north-east quarter of the
$20 clean profit daily with our 2ft Inch mill. Only
north-weal quarter o( sectionnineteen,and the
4-horse
J. W. STOWE.
helped to create for the improvement of
north half of the west half of tho north-west quar
ter
of
section
nineteen,
all
in
township
number
cattle— something which our farmers have on the
City Grain Elevator. Dayton. O., Dec. 14, ’69.
day of
one
six north, of range number thirteen west, said
A our 20-inch mill ••beats" our 4 foot stone on
neglected too long and by which neglect o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of ascer- land lying aud being in the County of Ottawa aud
eitherwneat, meal or
J. DURST, Prop.
taining and determiningthe just compensationto State of Michigan,
they have lost thousands of dollars.
be made for the real estate required by said school
. Danville, It. R. Elev. Chicago. Jan. 25. 1877.
Dated, April 28th, A. D. 1879.
districtfor such school honse site, and. the neces.
We average a ton of meal perhonron our 21-inch
VISSCHER,
sity ol using the same for such site, at which time
Circuit Court Commissionerin and for Ottawa stene. Has run four years. Verv satisfactory.
Northern Pacific bonds have been “off and place all persons claiming as aforesaid may ap- County.
A CO.
and take such further steps as they may be
uGeo. H. White, Complainant's Solicitor.
color” since the panic to which they con- pear
Champaign. 111., March 6th, 1878.
advised necessary in the premises.
60 bushels per hour on u 30- Inch mill, an “Old
Dated at Olive, this 7th day of May, 1879.
tributedso largely struck the land; but
Miller"
F. B. 8ACKKTT,
of
WILLIAM"
PHELPS,
Miller for T. Doty A Co.
means are still found to push the enter- Attmor of School District No. six qf the township
OF MICHIGAN, Ottawa County, Judi14 -5w
cial Circuit in Chancery.
prise actively.Twenty-five hundred tons of (Mm, Ottawa County,

Pacific end of the line.

cheap.

to make room. Our Grocery line

Coiuplainaiii,

lx

not quite three years old. Mr. Hendrik

Durham, age

large stock of Boots

to

Jersey, weighing 1,405 pounds, which
Ruscher,

'

By order of the Board of Directors.

an admiring
public. Mr. A. Elferdink showed a large
cream colored bull, half Durham aud half VTOTICE
exhibit them

Market.

’the

always full and complete.

be received by the tin
Cl designed, nntil Saturday. May 84, 18T9, for
the bniidiug of foundation and baaement walla for
the ball of the IfoUaiul Ijjceum. Plana and *pocillcations can be seen at the hardware store of J. It.

three blooded bulls brought their animals
to

and cheapest in

O BALED proposalswill

on Wednesday, market day. Taking mar-

to town

finest

Gram Bags--American A’s and Stark A’s-very

Proposals.

gratifying indication of progress

among our

A NOVELTY— A kid glove cleaner. In
like new. Come aud examine

A

portation of blooded bulls, as

COLOGNE. — The

ileur pmttecmento.

be

sought elsewhere.

A

FRENCH

endless variety from the Cheapest to the Best

in

I hereby inform

the public itf general
ary to businessdepressionand the fact
and my patients in particular that 1 have
that people canmtt get much for the use of removed my office from the drug store of
their money in business. This explana- J. O. Doesburg to my residence,on Eighth
street, near the Chicago & West Michigan
tion, however, does not accord with the
R. It. track.
fact that there has been a marked imF. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
provement in business during the very

ing place. The explauutiou must

These Goods must be seen to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are
within the reach of anybody.
Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

HOW TO GKT WELL.

final

statesmen in Washington choose to attribsales since the lat of

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,
In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

without exercise; work too hard

of our

ute the rapid

A Handsome variety of

to gat Sick.

without rest; doctor all the time; take all
Germans, and in this country, when the the vile nostrums advertised, and then
people subscribed so freely to the 7.30 loan you will want to know

success of the union

.

Expose yourself day and night; eat too

goverment with a view to ridding

to the

I

OF

i

E.

AMitiomd ^oral.

the

.

is

for refunding purposes since

1, 1877, that is,

OKS AT PAR

BA

'

Now

realizethis large interest, buy

amount

statement showing that the whole

GREEN

which can be done by enclosing n stamp
for descriptivecircular and terms, to
Brown & Co., Grand Hotel Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
The adTartlNr. having been permanently cured
of that dread dleeaae, Consumption, by a simple
remedy,is anxloos to make known to hla fellowsufferer#the me m# of cure. To all who desire it,
he will send a copy of tho prescription used, (free
of charge.) with the directions for preparingand
using (he same, which they will nnd a snio care
for Consumption,Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
address,
E. A. WILSON. 191 Penn St.,

per

per annum from

this date, together with
an attorney fee of ten dollars, therein provided,
and no suit or proceeding at law having been institutedto lecover the amount now remaining secured by said mortgage or any part thereof.Now,
Mere/bre, by virtue of the power of sale contained
in said mortgage, and the statute in such cases
made and provided, notice is hereby given that on

TuMdayi the

NOW

YOUR TIME TO GO TO

& A. Steketee

F.

On Monday Morning next,

let day of July, 1879,

at 1 o’clock In the afternoonof that day, at the
front door of the Couri Honse, In the City of Grand
Haven, Connty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
Ghat being the place where the Circuit Court for he
Connty or Ottawa is holden), there will be sold at
public vendue, to the highest bidder, the lands and
premisessituatein the County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan,describedin said mortgage, or so
much thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the
amount due on said mortgage aa above specified,
wi h Interestthereon at ten per cent., and all legal
costs,together with an attorney fee of ten dollnrs,
as provided for therein; said premises being described aa follows,to-wit: The northwest fractional qnsrter, also the east half of the sonthwest
quarter of section twenty-nine (29), in township
eight <8t. north of range sixteen (18) west, containing 238 AVlftO acres,more or less, according to Govemment survey; exceptingthe northeast quarter
of the southwestquarterof said section, Heretofore released from said mortgage by the original
mortgHgce, and will not be sold.
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And

see the finest opening ol Spring and Bummer
Goods; among them the finest line of Shawls
ever broughtto this city.

t

Oran
.

.

Haven. March

OLIVER

A.

1879,

18,

WHITNEY, Assignee (f Mortgage.

A

beautiful assortment of tablecloths, table-linen,toweling, etc.

Caihatn

:omplete line of New Drees Goods, Black Silks
, full line of Alpaccas, endless variety of c*ltcoes ginghams.JoconeU,lawns, etc.

Hosiery from the cheapest sock
ral

complete assortment pf bed ticking,
sheeting, quilting calicoes,live geese
feathers,etc., etc.
of Boots. Shoes, Slippers. Udiss Gaiters, Ladies Boot*, etc., etc.

Ul) line

Liquor

! I

Mrs. M. P, Vtsser, having qnlt the liqnor traffic,
has opened In its place a complete

FEED

fresh stock of Groceries, including our
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.

XT by the pound or barrel

STORE, arden" seeds
all

She

lias and constantly keeps on hand Ear Corn,
Shelled Corn, Bran, Meal, Oats, Potatoes,
and a complete stock of

for all

Call for anything you don’t see.

Holland, Miolt.,
13-2w
s

P.

& A. 8TEKETEE.

countryproduce, at

Corner Eighth and River

Wllllanwbnrgh.N.Y.

kinds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.

anges, Lemons, Nuts, Candies, Etc.

GROCERIES,
And pays cask

to finest

thread stockings.

Lowing A Cross. Attorneyffor Assignee. 8 !8w

Wo More

in ilitiuptiuifil Colon,

Sts

,

SENT
FREESSSS1SS
u>

fiO

IMfiH per work to uu, lit if me or traveling.
iww. AddnsssTho DeveriyCo* Chicago.

tuu.oiii.ng

V

Don’t

iattingss.
Toe peach

--

N. Kknyon,
town

vras in

get married.

of Review next week.

The

trees promise large returns.

best are the

more especiallyso

in the matter

-

will

31st inst.. a

inst. for

-«•*>

Mr. Frank Keppel, of Keokuk, Iowa,

Which

FB.OPS.XZTOX..

has been here visiting with bis brother, the farmyard?— A pig, because he

We

learn that the long talked of con-

cert by Gee’s band Is really going to

is

killed

specialbargain! In elagant linea of

offer

ItiidiM, firhiuriHi Mil

first and cured afterward.

T. Keppel, several days.

come

SUHMER

& C. Dykeraa are building
No Opium! No Morphia or other dangera new wagonshop next to their black- onsdrug is containedin Dr. Bull’s Baby
Messrs.

oif—iu the near future.

Don’t fall to read the new advertisement of F. W. Wurzburg, on the top of

J.

Syrup,

smithshop, on Eighth street.

The Chmlian Intelligencer

the fourth column of this page.

inst. intimates that

W.

Having Juat bought very largelyIn the Eaitern
This new store will keep a full supply of the best
markets, and at graatlyreduced prices, wa will
and flneat

most wonderful animal in

the

is

etc.

the

for

relief

of Colic, Teething,

Price 25 cents.

Writing

SILKS,

And tb*

Black and Colored Dress Silks,

of the 15lh

Oor

Rev. Dr. Crispell has

Street

Commissioner is laying

a

(for

new

EMLISH

ini

0EBXAN HOVELTT

is

been called to the pastorale of the Re- street crossing over Market Street on
enabled to formed Church of Spring Valley, N. Y.
Eighth; it did need It, but how this ‘waste’

of money must grind our “economy

take a littleexercise on the sidewalk.

On Wednesday lastthiscityand

Mr.

H. Muntlngh, of Pella, Iowa,

who was

vicinity

DRESS GOODS,

Splendid assortmentfast color Lawns at

8c

Lienors,

Medicinaluse only,)

The above firm are the mannfaetnrera of DR.

refreshed by a mild but copious rain,

being put up, and in a few

IfaUriftl* Banff,

everythlag alia belongingIn a well
stocked drag *tore.

And an Immense stock of Domestic Drass Goods
came here with the corpse of Rev. Stob- and although somewhat interfering with
Messrs. D. Ue Vries & Bro., grocers,
from 6c per yard and upward.
belanr, has been in town several days, the market-day program everybody felt are making preparationsto move their
Bunting in all color*, aa low a 15c per yard.
visiting old friends and acquaintances.
goods into the store of Mr. John Roost.
grateful.
All Wool Banting as low aa 23c per yard.
is

Cigm,

And almost

shriekers.’’

The shelving

triicli.

assortmentof

finest

Wines &

H. Parks, Esq., has so far recovered

the use of his limbs, that he

of Kruisenga’s Store.

Dr.R.A.SckuteiL,

cigar case, and stocked

choice “smokers."

this city.

WARD

DRUG STORE,

r

Tbr«e doors East

be held at Graufschap,

Michigan.

IN—

Dr. Schouten has bought a fine new
it up with some

Du. R. A. Schouteu’s brother left Rot-

On Wednesday next, the

-

—

FIRST

Extraordinary

of wives. has succeeded in loving.— fZ)an&M/yjVi?iM.

Esq., our former banker,

tliis week.-

Bargains

Whisky is about the only enemy man

cheap**. This is

terdam, Netherlands, on the 3rd
market-day

Woman’s sphere— That she will never

Board

forget the session of the

BCHOUTBN'*

mmm

m

ssncromr pills

JL7XD

Compound Syrup

per

'

Rhubarb.

of

night.

Prescription!carefullyoompoind at all boon,
The newly arrived minister of the True
On Monday evening, May 20th, an days all will be ready.
yard.
day or
Ifi-lJ
Dutch Reformed Church, at Graafschap, adjournedmeeting of the Holland Soldiers’
Alio lull lint Dresa Linens and yard-wide
Mich.— Rev. Kui per— preached in this Union will be held to make the final arList of letters remainingin tbs Post Cambric*.
A large lot of Shetland Sbawli from Auction
city on Wednesdaylast for the first time. rangements for the proper observance of office at Holland, Mich., May 15th, 1879:
from $1-00 upwards, fully 25 per cent, leaa than
Geo. Murdock, Enos Lawrence, Mrs. Mary tbelr value.
Decoration Day.
Sofas, Sofa Chairs,
Mr. S. DeGroot, our enterprisingbarber
D. Meritt, A. D. Nelson.
Beautiful Linen and Lawn Suite, the latest
of the First Ward, has refitted and furOne of the most unique and labor-sav
styles.
Wm. Vbrbekk, P. M.
ETC.,
nished his barbershopand claims to have ing arrangementswe have seen of late is
-•••
S, 800 all Linen Dustan, $1.25 worth $2.00.
Very fine and cheap at
Also an elegant uew line of Sun Umbrella*from
the nicest shop in town. It does look tip- a revolving set of shelves for the display
Jacob de Hoe has purchased the Ottawa
H. MEYER & CO.
(1,00up to $Ui.OO, the latest styles in the market.
top.
of dry goods at G. Van Putten & Sons. county abstracts from Mr. E. D. Blair.

ChildrenCamages,

-

-

ll-8w

Cotton Soa Aiadea at

Go and see them.

We

LOUNGES,

Mr. de Boe

have noticed the putting up of hand-

thoroughlyversed

is

stract business,

in the ab-

ob lots In Spring and

broom manufactory

to Mr. G.

push

their business

on a lamer scale by

present wheat is worth $1.00 to $1.03.

that their children are safe, no matter

had the pleasure

day

blast

last,

to

meet Mr. Brad-

and ascertainedfrom him

real status of the case, and

Doctors R. A. Schouten and F. 8.
Ledeboer have fitted up a separate room

it

demands from the

that the

explode nor set

furnace fame, here on Tuesseems to us

of seeing

it

-

-

*«•»>

& A.

Steketee’s.

littlehope

gradually settling buck to

located here.

its

only what it contains. We
Van Raalte, residing on sixth street, fell
Kollen sold his remaining share to Mr. satisfied to let our original assertion stand,
from the stoop of their premises, on
Van den Bosch, of Zeeland, after these and take the public at large lor our jury.
Wednesday morning, and almost cut her
other-

Mr. 8. Bakker— a storekeeperat Ham-

wise so badly injured that her recovery is

The

ilton.

-

The remains of

-

Ac., Ac.
Which have been bought at

-

at our

lay 12. Sch'. Tri-Color, Chicago, 600 hn corn,
14 carbor*. 2 torn* Iron, 80 puimlBe
Four Brothers.Chicago,llgiil.
“ 13.
Wolltn. Milwaukee,light.
•' Spray. Chicago, light.

“

ustie-w
—

Elegant quality,In all the newest spring colon, at
pair.

Our entire stock of 2 button KldGlovei 85c a pair.

A

and express the hope of saving the second

“
“

utensils.
Tri-Color, Chicago. 86 f b staves. 42
brls heading. 16 brls grease, 12 bu
potatoes, 21 brla headin';.

15. “

finger lor him.

farmer, by the name of Grough, resid-

ing near Hamilton, attempted to

“

--

commit

The

suicide on*^unday morning last, bv cutting his throat, of which he died on

Board of Directors of the Holland

One

of the most

as

low as any lu the trade.

-

and he leaves a family.

originallyfixed upon being too

The

were from

this city

Two

and six from

i

grounds

Messrs. Toren & Oosten, of this city, were lof

Van

finally

sisted

is higher than the

Board of Edu-

cation expected to expend, the awarding
of the contract is held In abeyance to fur-

ther

legisIat^^y^i^B^r^^Educa-

A serious accident occurred to
liles

Mr. J.

whose names we give below, to
Mr.

omisriEiD.

last, at

Bangor, Mich.

He

stove all to pieces, going down through

ist.

and left the premises without doing any
further damage,

and without hurting any

If a

On Sunday evening last, while
ly of

ligious services at

and

the f§jifv

Rev. Dr. Crispell were attending

re-

Hope Church, between

9 o’clock P. M., burglars entered the

residence by a cellar window, broke open

ceived Single

rprLe, it was the family of Mr. J. Van

Thursday last, when,
had finished their dinner, who

Boone,

utten, at noon, on

should step in but

Jong missed

The followingreReapers: K. LahuL, Jan H.

Jan do

G- ^

sou
1

Vries, H. J. Plaggermair,

Berg, Jan Scholten, Roelot van

Mledema, Albert Kapenga, H.
and brother— Jacob— who has been sailing Lubbers, II. 3. Lubbers, G. J. Sprlk, L.
Brouwer, Jan Roelofs,and D. Roelofs.
for several years on the Atlantic and Pacif
their

(Saturday excepted )

ic Ocean, having seen in his wandering! i

And

the greatestpart of the civilized and

ors:" G.

un-

>

-

Sra

I

J

Im

--- . .

Kooijers,

----

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail.

lock! fool of Wahiagtoo Strut,

Bedroom
the 6 o’clock train on the Grand Haven railroad
cohnCctswith the Boat!.
Tiekets to Chicago can be bought .at the
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $3 00,
including railroad fare and omnibus fare at Grand Haven,

or

tr

FIVE DOLLARS

for

T. G.

M-

the round

Coffins

Setts

and Parlor

Setts,

and Caskets always
on hand.

Fair dealing can be relied on.

trip.

BUTLIN, 8npt.
Chicago.

Joslin&Breyman,

While I thank the pnbllc for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit end solicita liberal share
ot It for tba future.

K

“New MowWillem van den

B.

Call and ace a most heauitfalvarietyo
Chalra. ernamenta,picture frames, brackets
etc.,
8. HKlDSEM A.
Holland, May 18., 1878.

etc.

Camp

A. L.

the following received

W.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETf. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BK8T.

Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.

CHICAGO DOCI, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVENUE,

llaan, and Jan Hulst.

family whs over taken happily by

*

I have purchased fewer than eve
cheaperthan ever before.

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND Come and awe the goods and ascertain
prices before on purchase.
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.

processionwould have been

Berg, Jan Janssens, Klaas de Witt, Jun de

rjust as they

of the inmates.

WheelSteamers on
their Routes.

brass band at their

the floor into the cellar, ttirowing the milk
pans every where but io the right place,

Side-

will sell

a rich din-

made by the twenty eight teams with n
head. However, noseriously injured in the lower part of the
body was sorry about the rain, and they
van
Them
abdomen. He was immediately taken to
all felt pleased by the genial manner in
situated about 3 miles southeast nfDrentheAihecompany surgeon at St. Joseph, Mich.,
which they were treated by the State and
was struck by lightningon Tuesday last, rbo fixed him up, and shipped him to his
local agents. The following farmers reknocking off the chimney, breaking the lome, at Allegan, Mich., on Wednesday
ceived No. 4 Self-Rakers: Jan van den

Can be made by examining the large
new slock of

Which

iidrii

fell

'from the top of the moving train, and was

HEROLD.

1877.

FURNITURE

D.

not prevented the fulfillment of the pro-

gramme a

1,

Money! Money!!

ner at the City Hotel, and if the ruin had

rain of the Chi. & West Mich. R. R. on

I am now Belling the Howe Sewing Machines
will henceforth keep It for sale atmyatoh-,
Peddling mnchlncB with wagons has been abolish' a
for the simple reason that the prices of machine
aie too low to admit of any expense In that way

Lake Navigation!

Slat?, was ably as

pleted, Mr. Reid invited all the farmers,

Hawley, a brakeman on the freight

[onday

tills

his local agent—

designated are those east Bloemers. After the delivery was com-

Rauite’s boot and shoe store.

the lowest bidders— $10,765, and whereas

sum

by

US.

and

E.

Ohio, of twenty-eight of their reapers

Mich., agent for

The

CALL ARP SEE

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

site

the purchase price as the

-

Call In and get bargains.

exemplary displays of

and
mowers at one time to the different purexpensive, chasers. Mr. W. B. Reid, of Jackson,

extra hcighlh for foundation walls.

bids

abroad,

much

not so

bidding for the building of the ne

schoolhouse was very lively.

at

A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infants'
shoes for, fall and winter, and a foil line of
Ladles' and Gentleman'swear.

We

have extended the time of letting agriculturalprogress which we have ever
basement walls witnessed was the delivery by Messrs.
of their new hall another week— see ad- Warder, Mitchell & Co., of Springfield,
was occasioned

Just received

HEROLD,

E.

Comer Canal & Bronson St
Qrand Rapids, Mich.

the job of constructing the

by the selection of other grounds, the

—

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Mon- Lyceum

day morning last. The man had been
ailing for some time, and was partly invertisement. This change
H&ne, it is supposed. His age was 65 years

OF

assorted ever broughtInto this city, and our prices

“

and A. Zwemer.

stock:

BOOTS & SHEOS

would call special attention to the fact that
all kind* of Gotten Goods have advanced folly ten
CLEARED.
May 12. Schr. Four Brothers, Chicago. Socttf wood, per cent, but having bought* very largo stock
Putten were called upon to assist the poor
before the advance, wc continue to sell at the old
'• 13.
Wollin, Milwaukee,50 m lumber.
was assisted by Revs. G. J. Nijkerk
“ 13. “ Spray, MtrhiganCity, lot of wrecking prices, which are the lowest ever known.
suffererand patcheirtbehand up nicely,

who

9-8m

Custom

ARRIVED.

“ -k

1879.

A Large and Finn

louse, were as follows:

onr previous issue, were buried at Zeeland, on Saturday last. The funeral was
in too close contact with the large circj^
largely attended.An eloquent sermon
lar saw. f Doctors McUutiocn aim Van
was deliveredby Rev. C. Van dor Veen,

8

Hollaud, April 8th,

KID GLOVES.
50c a

_^

wheat.

doz. 3 button

250

arrivals and clearancesup to

Thursday night as reported

Mr. Jas. Reeves, head-sawyer at the
Plugger Mills, accidentally pawed off his
right fore finger on Tuesday last, and
lacerated the next finger badly by coming

Rev. Stobbelaar,of

whose sudden death we made mention in

this

the recent auction

and are offeredfar below Importers* cost.

salee,

'transactionsMr. Schippersold his share to
is

dissolved the co-partnenhlpwith Mr.
H. Walsh, we are now buying wheat and all
other grains In our own name; and we want the
citizensof Hollandto feel and understandthat we
have come to star, and you can aafely tell yonr
neighbor that we will pay the highest market price
for ,11 grain— e.pecl*lljt

11

We have no hesitationIn saying that onr Spring
are perfectly and Summer stock Is one of the largest and best

sold his share to Mr. J. Schipper, and Mr.

tongue off with her teeth, and

9-®m

TTAVtNO

wonted

Another change has taken place in the slang and slander still pervades the article,
Hamilton. Our which is used in self justification.But
correspondentsays that Mr. J. Kolvoort
then, we cannot expect the sea to heave up

year old daughter of Mr. A. A.1

1879.

After you have Read the
above then Read This.

Silk Handkerchiefs,

quietude, and seems to be willing to look

firm of the grist mill at

by no means certain.

Hollaud, April 8th,

Fancy Hosiery,

at tilings a little calmer. A littlet»nge of

emergencies.
five

—

-

at P.

&

The Hollander, or rather its editor, is

ray of surgical instruments is not very inviting to the timid, but very neccessary in

A

HEBER WALSH,

WALTER C. WALSH.

to the

Smith Satety Lamp

railroad au-

outrageous,that we have very

operations. The ghastly ar-

1

nderware,

for they can feel sure

extinguish itself. Ask to see the Harris

thorities, as related to us, ire so ridiculously

in the rear of Dr. Schouten’sdrug store

undersigned will continue the purchase of
WHEAT, at their Warehouse, under the firm
name of U. Walata A Son.

dropped from the hand, as H will at once

the

NOTICE.
rptlR

lamp. It cannot
the oil on fire, even if

what may happen

of

ley,

the strength of the combination.

for surgical

new “Safely Lamp,”

We

bergen, of this city, and that they intend
to

farmers are smiling at the prospect. At

Van Tub-

each,

and any work ot this na-

some new awnings at the stores of Mr.
Wheat has brought from two to four
ture entrusted to him will be executedin
D. B. K. Van Raalte, Messrs. G. Van cents per bushel more in this city than in
a legal manner and at low rates.— Groiuf
Putten & Soqs, Dr. Win. Van Pullen, and Grand Rapids for the last four weeks.
Haven New-Joumal.
Mr. L. de Kraker.
Both Messrs. Walsh and Messrs. Beach
are building larger elevators and our
Mothers will thank the inventor of the
We are informed that Mr. Geo. L.
Bruner has sold half his interestin the

10c

Summer

HOLMES,

W. F.

HARRIS.

A. L. Holmes & Co.

civilized world. His last trip was from
Ge™* vnn den Bar«» Jftn GewU» GManufacturersof and dealer! In
some ioside doors, (evidently .-to great San Francisco to New York, around Cape J. Sprlk, A. Kapenga, G. Brouwer, and
haste) and took out of a bureau drawer Horn, from whence he took the train for Lammert Brouwer. That Uie machines of
iwo pocket-books, containing $18, two pair home, and arrived safely looking hale and Messrs. Warder, Mitchell & Co., manufac
lured at Springfield,Ohio, are held aa the
of kid gloves, one gold breast pin, ant} a hearty. Welcome home, Jake!
Slipper*, Etc. Etc.
(rest, is shown by the purchase of them by
gold ring. The tracks left behind seemed
at No. 74 Washington ptreel.
A special dispatch to the Grand Rapids such old practical farmers as are mentionto indicate that there was more than one
Watchmakers | Jewelers, Grand Haven,
Mich.
person, but at the present writing no clue Democrat,dated May 10th, says: “Aloys ed above. They pronouncethe “New
Having bat recentlyformed oar co-partnership,
Bilz, register of deeds and editor of the Mower" a model of strength and simplicity
or trace can be found of the thieves.
DEALERS IN
we wish to Inform onr f. llow-cltliemof Grand
Haven and surroanfilugtowns
that we have a fine
Spring Lake Republican, created a sensa- and the fact that our frugal and thrifty
Mock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
We have had very warm wither here tion this afternoon by going to the office farming community deem it necessary to Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, which we offer for a|le cheap. However,
since our last issue, up to the rain of of the Ottawa County Courier and attempt- purchase machinery is pnmf of their genJewelry & Fancy Goods.
Wednesday which, cooled it off con- ed to horse whip Potts, its editor. After eral prosperity,and that the local agent—
will remain our Specialty.
raged as striking several blows the Courier devil Mr. J. D. Bloemers— has been enabled to
siJerable.
hnf
Quality uf work guaranteed,and repairing
high fit 80 degrees on Saturday last, and it got possession of the whip and the editors make so many sales places him in the
dune on abort notice.
was no Ifesl warm on the sueoeedingSun- forgave and embraced.’’ Another dis- front rank as an honest and reliable agent,
A.L HOLMES* CO.
day or tiba&nj. In ttpeM few warm days patch to the same paper, dated May 13th, who is working for the most reliablekind
grand Haven, Mich., March Irt, 1879. 46-* f
ail the tree* were clothed in their summer says: "Bilz had another scrimmage with «of machinery. Every purchaser’s name
garmeim apd.our city now looks fresh and PotU and the devil to night. Martin was painted on the machine by the manu- All Kinds of Spectacles.
I win
HI mail
mail (Free) the recelpe for a alrapleVaeegreen, indeed. 8inee>the tsiir of Wednes- Walsh punched Bilz’s head severely. Bilz facturers— something which we never notable Balm that will remove Tan. FRECKLES.
P1MP1
'LEh, and Blo'ches, leavingthe skin soft,
day it has been considerablecooler, and has sworn out a warrant against Walsh,” ticed before. Wo hope the farmers may Vail
of Gold
clear end brant
Btlfnl;also InMrnetlon* for producon yesterday morning we had a little tinge Tbit is astonishingnews to ui. We en- find plenty of remunerativework for their
log a luxuriant
nt growth'
growth of b air on a bald bead or
smooth face. Address.
Address, Inclosing 8c. stamp.
of frost, but the succeedingwarm rays of tertained the idea that Mr. Bilz was abund- machines, and the agents and manufactur- RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
BEN. VANDKLF A CO., » Ann Bt., N. Y.
sunshine makes til nature smile.
antly able to deiend himself with his pen. ers an increasing demand for their wares.
Hoixaxd, March 14,
fi-lj.
' l-*.w

BOOTS & SHOES,
- -

Custom Made Goods

PIMPLES.

Mae

Feu*

!

1878.

^

0

*

f

house, business leaving her mother but [heard, the man whisper the words, “Both said, “How happy could I be with
Jittle time to bestow upo4 me. Nqxt together.” Instantly the suspicion either, if t’other dear charmer was— was

MAN’8 MUKTAUrV.
BY

DB.'D'DOBOVAMlf,f\

the

morning icmna
me
[morning
fcinud me.

seaieo
seated, ai
at a very
comfortablebreakfast, and, the weather
being fine, the window of the private;
parlor was opened, affording a perfect
view of all that might take place at the
prison door opposite. While I was absorbed in the good cheer betote me, I
startled by an exclamation from

ro*e you see, . J.
«>r like » bloHaom on k tree,
Or like a dainty flower in May,
Or like the morning to the day,
Or like the eun, or like the shade,
Or like the gonrn which Jonah had—
Even bucu
such la
is man,
mail, whose
«uu»i thread Is spun,
Draws out and out. and
Like as

,

i

murtiflg'histhth,-

-

stinctively to glance across the street.
l ever see such a big, coarse

Kven auch i* niun, who Uvci by brosth,
Is here, now there. In life and death.
The grass withers,the tale Is ended.
The bird is flown,the dew's sscended.
The hour Is short, the span not long. ,
The swan's nosrdeath, man's life is done.

words —if

woman

?

handed'

me, cocked it with my

’*

bluish tinge that indicates so unmistak-

—

Likestban arrow from the bow.
Or like swift ootitse of water flow. ^
Or like that time ’twixt flood and ebb,
Or like the spider'sh ndcr web. | f
Or Ukra race, or like a goaf, > i J U
Or like the dealing of a dole—
Even such is man, whose brittle state
la alwaya subject onto fate.
The arrow shot, the floodnoon spent, ___
The time nothne, the web soon rent.
The race soot* run, the gwalaoon won.
The dole soon dealt, marTs life soon done.

a

watched every movement of the party
opposite,during the remainderof my ably an access of deadly fear.- In the
morning meal. More than once I caught highly dramatic position I have just
myself mentally repeatingmy landlady’s described we sped on until the next
query : “Is it a woman after all r Then stopping station waa .reached, and that
occupied more than twenty minutes.
it must be excused, as the point was so
entirely doubtful. For a woman, the The moment the train came to a stop, I
individual was very considerablyabove thus addressed the woman, keeping her
the average height, and her whole phys- covered with the muzzle of my pistol
ique indicated far more than the average “Leave the carriage; and, if you value
strength of womankind, There was a your liberty, make what speed you can
:

i

swagger in her walk, too, most unlike
the carriageof a female ; and once during her pacing in front of*the jail door
she stopped to ad just a bootlace or some
such matter in a fashion which showed
1
an entire absence of delicacy, and at
Like to the lightningfrom the sky.
the same time showed a portion of a
Or like a post that quick doth hie,
Or like a quarter in a aong.
limb which migh^ have done credit to
Or like a journey three days long,
an athlete's highest state of training. I
Or like the snow when summer'a come.
Or like the pear, or like the plum—
i was fairly puzzled, and none the less so
Even auch la man, who heaps np sorrow,
I that I had twice noticed her ringing the
Lives but this day, and dies to-morrow.
The lightning'spast, the poat must go.
prison bell, and that I know there was
The song is short, the jonrney so.
j but one individual to be discharged that
The pear doth rot, the plum doth fall,
' morning, and that it was close upon my
The snow dissolves,and so must all.
| time to go and look after him. I had
barely finishedmy last cup of coffee,
A BOW-STREET RUNNER’S DANGER. when one of the prison warders came
across to say that the wife of my prisI was ordered to take charge of a oner was waiting outside, and had twice
prisonerto be discharged the next day made a demand to see him ; buc that the
from one of the local jails, in which he Governor did not care to accede to the
had been undergoing a year’s imprison- request without first consulting me.
ment for a criminal assault. The man After casting the matter over in my own
had been let out on a ticket- of-leave mind for a minute, I teld the warder
from the Defense hulk at Woolwich, that I did not mind the woman being
and had speedily, as it appeared, got admitted,but that the two ought to be
into trouble down in the country. As very closely watched during the interhe was “ wanted” to complete his origi- view. The man re-entered the prison,
nal sentence — having broken his ticket- and within a few minutes I observed
of-leave— there could be no bother tlmt the woman was called in.
about apprehending Jam inside his
Punctual to my time, I crossed over
prison, and using such precautions for to the prison ^ and found my charge
his safe keeping as seemed best to my waiting for me, his wife being still with
judgment.
him, and no one iff the room but the
Just as I was about to leave the office Governor. Contrary to my expectainBow street,one of my comrades with tions, the prisoner held up his wrists
whom I was rather intimate came in, and submitted to be handcuffed with
having finished a journey such as I was the most lamb-like docility.* When wo
myself about to set off on. “ Going got out into the street I suggested, as
out, Tom? ” he asked; and, on my tell- there was time to spare, that the stalwart
ing him where I was bound for, he con- pair should have a bit of breakfastat
tinued : “ Better have this 4 barker,’ my expense, before starting on the
Tom ; you may find it useful.” At the journey for town. I thought the woman
same time ho produced a small pocket- seemed a little taken aback at my invipistol,which he held out for my ac- tation; ^ho vever it was acceded to;
>.

*

1

that these

immediate change on that woman’s
it would so soon become my duty to apprehend. Without saying a word to the countenance. She became of a pallid
two ladies, I carefully and closely whiteness,and her lips had the purple-

Or like the shuttlein weaver's hand,
Or like the writingon the sand,
Or like a thought, of Uta a dreafli.
Or like the glidingof the stream—
Even such is man. who lives by breath.
Is here, now there, in Ufa and death.
The bubble'a oat, the look forgot,
The shuttte'BHang, Dm writing'sblot.
The thought Is past'^he dream la gona,
The wators plldo,
Be, tnaa’a
man’* life
Mte is dtoteT
fl*ne'.
r,r

44

my mind

related to myself, and I turned round
and faced the couple ih a moment.
What I saw in the expressionof each of
them seemed to warraiit my acting with
immediate decision. I seized the man
between his 'manaoled wrists sh that he
could not raise has hands. With ffminstinctivethought I-plunged my right
hand into the pocket of my pilot-coat,
pulled out the pistol my mate had

exclaimed thumb, and, holding it within a few
inches of the face oiAhe woman oppothe younger of my entertainers.
“Cfcifl it a wonmu at all? ” adde^ b« site, I looked steadily into her eyes, and
said with emphasis : “If you attempt to
mother.
My attention was at once riveted upon stir before we reach the next station you
will certainly be a dead woman.”
the neW-iofoir/whom I -somehow otjild
It was something fearful to notice the
not avoid connecting with the criminal
l*16okiD &

ceptance.

flashed across

have not got any pow-

der,” he added;- “but here are some
caps and bullets.” It seems needlessto
remark that this was before the days of
revolvers and patent cartridges ; we had
then to load in the old fashion, and had
merely got as far as the introductionof
the percussion cap. I had never before
carried anything more deadly by way of
protectionthan a life-preserver; but, as
my friend seemed to mean a kindness,
I made no ado about accepting his
offer; and, having “capped” the pistol
there and then, I consigned it to the
side-pocketof a pilot-coat,which I wore
buttoned over my uniform.
My journey down to Suffolk calls for
no particular notice. In due time the
railway deposited me at my destination,
and left me with ample leisure to call
upon the Governor of the prison over
night, with.a view to arranging for my
carryingoff my charge in the morning.
I asked what sort of a customer I would
have to deal with, and must confess I
did not feel much encouraged by the
reply.

to get into hiding.”"

*

She disappeared instanter, and I

felt

a heavy load of anxiety lifted off my
mind as she left us, for, of all the encounters I most hate, an encounter with
a woman is to be classed foremost.
From the moment I saw the change in
her face indicative of such intense fear,
I knew I was master-. of the situation;
but still I was glad to be rid of all further risk of a struggle. Not a word
passed between my prisoner and mo
during the remainder of the journey to
London, which we were no great while
in reaching,and where I duly delivered
him into safe keeping at Bow street po-

she'd go

home.”

after of getting off.”

plished and skillfuldetectives, hae been caught

And then

Simlkins broke for the at last in Buffalo, N. V. For further p&rtioudoor as a horrified expressioncame over lare, ask your druggist for a bottle of Dr.
the young ladies’ faces, and grasping Page’s CatarrhRemedy, admittedto bo the boat
remedy fyr catarrh yet compouuded.
his hat he rushed froM* the house and
street, murmuring: “ How
Though They May Odstinately Resist
sharper than a toothlesschild it is to the action of ether external remedies, ulcers
have a — a—” and then he fainted dead containing proud flesh, swellings, tumors,
leprous granulations and scrofulous sores
away.— Oil City Derrick.
speedily heal tinder the purifying and soothing

down the

influenooof Henry’s Carbolic Salve, tho
promptest ami most efliciout topical applicabehoved
are very late in presenting our tion ever discoveredor Wed. It is belie
that there is no chronic sure or eruptionthat
annual detailedstatement of the mile- may not he eradicated, by this incomparable
age of new road on which track waa purifier.Sold by all Druggists.
laid during the past year; but, as the

Railroad Constructionin 1878.

We

substance of it was presented in tabular
form in our first number for the year,
there wffs less need for early publication
of the statement,and greater completeness and accuracy were to be hoped for
by some delay.
The changes which we have found it
necessary to make from that tabular,
statement are considerable in number
and not trifling in- amount, especially
when we consider that too large a mileage was reported then for several roads.
In many c$«jes it is extremely difficult
to get accurate information,and the inaccurate statements that are made by
parties that ought to be well informed
are quite disheartening.We can not
hope that the statement published today is entirely correct and complete,
but great pains have been taken to
make it so, official information having
been sought in every case of doubt.
The result of this oorrectedstatement
gives a total of 2,856 miles of new milroad in the United States on which
track was laid in 1878, instead of the
2,088 miles reported January 3. Our
new iuformation also compels us to add
twenty miles to the mileage reported
for 1877, and tho totals for the past
seven years compare as follows

CHEW

The Celebrated
“ Matchless "
Wood Tag Plug

Tobacco.
Thi PioneerTobacco Company,
NewXork.
ark. Bouton and Chicago.

A neglected

cough, cold, or eore throat

which might bo checked by a simple remedy,
like “ Brown'* Bronchial Troches,"if allowed
to progressmay terminal seriously.25 cents.

Everyone who thinks of buying an organ
should read a clromar beaded "Useful Information for Purchasers of Parlor or Cabinet Organs.” A postal card addressed to the Mason
A Hamlin Organ Co. will bring one, free.
1

Dbunkennis*: Dr. D’Unger, discovererof
the Cinchona remedy, cures all ca^es. Palmer
House, Chicago. Send for free pamphlet.
The Mendelssohn Piano (^o., No.

21 East 15th
Factory Piioes.

Street, N. Y., sell Pianos
Write for a catalogue.

Bridget eays she would rather have one of
M -ion’sTin-Rim Sieves than four woofl-rim, as
it lasts so much longer.
Smoke Pogue’s "SittingBall Durham Tobacco.

Chew

$7 7
$77

7

’

Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.
~ 51'Jn,n anc^BipftiSAijruarsnteed
to Ajn»ni«.
Ortfir.fnv). Khaw A Co., Auoubta. Main*-

Ackl^^

A*

FK^

U SUT0.

:

1878....
1874....

Miles.
. 7.840
. 8,678
2.045

Ib75....

. 1,61)1

Ytnr.
1572.

.

.

.

lice office.

Next morning I had to conduct my
prisoner to Woolwich, there to deliver
him to the authoritiesof the hulks,
from whom he had obtained his ticketof-leave. He seemed to have recovered
from his scare of the day before, and on
onr journey spoke freely enough, and
with an earnestness that left no doubt
of the truth of his communication.
“Master,” said he, “I am main glad
you kept your head yesterday,and did
not lean out of the winder. Had you
done so, missns and I meant to have
pitched you out, and taken our chances

Caught At Last.

The notorious depredator Kate-Arrb, who
has for so luauyjearrt eluded the moat accom-

Year.

if Hr*

18flH....,

. £.4511

1877....
1878....

.

.

2.8C1

. 2.8511

vouncmen
Kw^mdnate

month.
a
mnnth Kvnrr pmiltifitflg'arantaed
fftlll

paying

aUu»-

j

The new mileage, therefore,was in
per cent, more than in 1877, KIDDER'S PA8TIUi8.bym.ilcsS!c?
Mass.
16^ per cent, more than in 1876, 83 per
ARTISTS'’ MntCrlnl*’
Witx Oomla, »hndeB,
cent, more than in 1875, and 31 per
Ao* A. H. AllBOTT A CO., Chicago.
MOD A FOUNTAINS-*-1''' **• ** **>
cent more than in 1874, yet not 40 per
m Shipped ready for u»e. Vor caulogoe, Ac., tddnu
cent, of what was built in 1872.—
W Chap—
H»dl.on. Ud.-in8VJ.U0U
road Gazette.
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A

Beat Him.
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tho market.New. low-priced,lmpopular,best terms. Address Huiuiaiid llnua., Chicago,111.

A reminiscence of Chicago. Thie, by
when the people out there IVIOLLER'S COD-LIVER Oil.
were naughty, a many years ago. A
MOLLER'S ,
hackman had caught a particularlyverdant backwoodsman,and, as business
c O D LIVER. oli
had been just a trifle dull, it occurred
la perfectlypure. Pronouncedtho beet by the Irghto him that he might now make amends
_ _________
__ world.
_____ Given highest
cs*, ____
medical
anthoritiofl In the
award nt 2 World’s Expoet tlcna, and ot Faria, 1878.
for fortune’sslight, and at the same Sold
by Druggists. W.P -k-hleflellndk Co..N.Y.
time give country some wholesome exA« K.\ TN WANTED In tho Southern and Western States for thetirandest
perience — something that would be of
lasting value on his earthly pilgrimage.
Arrived at the Western depot, Jehu
opened the door, and on* stepped country. How much was it was asked. Said Wnterpronf Covers, Nlgns, Window Shades, Ac.
:IH A 40*. Annul
Jehu, hurriedly,and in a low voice, M I K KAY Afir1IAKKK,
Send for host rated Price-List \
St., Ciilcitgo.
“You see that feller over there in a blue
Medicmt-t nave fslimt to do
HUNT’S REMEDY
coatV—’sh!”pointing to a policeman.
surely does-restores to health
Yes, country saw him. 44 Well, him aud
all woo atx afflicted with Dropsy,
Bright's Disease, Kidney,Bladder
me are purdners; and he’s a tough one,
and L'rln:ir>Diseases.
he is. I ought ter charge ye $7.50; he
HU. NTH REMEDY
cures Di abates,Gravel, Incontiwould. But I’ve kinder taken to you, I
nence and Retentionof Urine, In.
temperance and Loss of Appetite.
have, and I sha’n’t charge yer but an
All Diseasesof the Kidneys, Bladder and UrinaryOreven $7. Now, don’t let on. If pard gans ore cured by Ham's Remedy. Try llnnt's Remedy.
the way, was

<

_

“I was not very likely to be so easily
put off my guard,” was my laconic answer.

“Ay, but master, your danger was not
and I had made
it up that she was to pin your arms
and she could a done it easy — while I
was to smash your head with the “ darbies.” We should then a took the key,
got off the bracelets,and heaved you
out a winder, afore you could come to
yourself. That pistol fairly put us out,
for it cowed missus, and she isn.t easily
and we entered the inner parlor, cowed, I tell ye.”
where I requested the landlady to pro44 But the pistol was uot loaded,”said
duce a plentiful supply of ham and eggs,
I— 44 nothing but a cap and an empty
and, as the pair preferredale to tea or
barrel.”
coffee, I ordered them a pint apiece. I
44 All the same, master, I’m main glad
I had of course to unlock one hand in
we
failed. Now I’ve thought it over,
order to allow my prisoner the free use
I know I could not have escaped. It
of his knife and fork; and, after what I
had heard the night before, I thought was known I left in your charge, and
that missus joined us. When your
it was rather a risky thing for me to do,
body was found, we’d a been spotted at
as, though he might not attempt to do any
once, and most likely both on uh would
mischief, it was just possible he might
a swung for it. I’m main glad, I tell
try to inflict some serious mischiefon
you, that yon got out o’ the mess, and
himself. All, however, passed off safely
and when breakfast was finished I told I don’t bear you no ill-will for havhim he must bid his wife good-by, as I ing done your dooty as a man and a
over then ; for missus

—

;

1

AWNINGS! TENTS!
1

knows

it,

he’ll

make

yer fork over the

other half ; he ain’t like me— not a bit.”
The $7 was paid over with a chuckle,
and country got aboard the cars. But
every now and then would he put his
head out of the window, give a knowing
look at the policeman, and then pound
the car-cushionwith his monstrous fist,
while within seemed to be the beginnings of a small earthquake. At last
the cars started. He could hold in no
longer. Craning his neck through the
window, he put his thumb to his nose,
and, wriggling his fingers violently,
screamed out, “I say, there! Seven
dollars for a ride from t’other depot!
Seven dollars! Don’t yer wish yer had
thur half?”— Boston Transcript.

H**nd for pamphlet to

Wm. K UlaBHK.Providence.K
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did not want to attract any attentionat hofficer.”
o Vu
Never before, to my knowledge, had
the railway station. A kiss was accordI been in such deadly peril, and truly
ingly exchanged,the bracelets were
again adjusted to his wrists, and we set thankful did I inwardly feel for the
^
V 0
providentialescape I learned I had just
off at a brisk pace.
When we got to the station, I learned made. I waa glad to hand my murderous-minded charge over to the care
Food Facts.
that the next “up” train was an exof
the
officersof the Defense ; and I
The
following
table shows the perpress, and that I would have to look
Vint EaUbllahed ! Moat Sacoeaafol!
am thankful to add that I never heard centage of nutriment in various articles
sharp, as it might be expected immedi
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
more
of him.
of food, and the time required fdr diately, and made but a brief stoppage.
Talas In all the
gestion
:
The train in fact came in almost to a
Per Cent. Time of
“He is what I would call a nasty cus- minute after the ipformation was comof Nutri- Digestion,
A Literary Character.
h. in.
Kind of
. meni.
tomer,” was the answer. “He has given municatedto me ; and I hurried across
*1.8®
10
When Simlkins was invited to attend Apples, raw ......................
ns a deal of trouble while we have had the platform, got my man into a secondEverywhere recognized as the FINEST
2.(10
.Barley,boiled ....................
02
a
literary
party,
a
few
nights
ago,
he
2.80
IN TONI.
charge of him; continually breaking class carriage— the compartment I had
Beans, dry, boiled ..... .......... S7
2.80
26
prison rules, and more than once he has only just time to notice was empty. began studying the prominent quota- Beef, loant .......................
8.80
Bread, baked .....................
60
tried to commit suicide in the most de- The whistle was sounded, and the train tions and familiar sayings in order to Batter, pure .....................
8.00
85
Made and In nae. New Designs constantly.
4.80
Beat work and lowest prices.
termined manner by tearing open the was beginning to move, when the door make a good impression on several Cabbage, boiled ..................7
8
00
raw ...... ............. .96
49* Bend for a Catalogue.
flung; open, ana
and in jumped the ladies whom ho expected to be present, Cherries,
veins in his arms with his finger nails.”
2.45
Chickens, fricasseed ........ ..... 27
This account of matters was not, as prisoner’s wife, taking a seat right op- as well os the general company. He Codfish, boiled ...................
21
i| IniitSLttpp.WtlllHltelluS'
raw .................8
ay well be supposed,at all enlivening; posite me. There was but time for the had his route all laid out, as the show- Cucumbers,
1.80
Eggs, whipped .............. .....13
men
say,
and
knew
just
where
he
was
8.80
id when the Governor added that the porter to slam to the door when we
Flour. bo1t<-d. In braail ...... ... .21
8.80
.
man waa a perfect giant, abd^iad been were off. It need not be said that I .going to put in the phrases, which he Flour, unbolted, in bread ........ 35
2.00
had jotted down in a note book, in case Gooseberries, raw. ........ ......
a 4 navvy ’ before he fell into evil courses, was very far from being satisfied with
2.W
Grapes raw .....
...... .......
280
13
I began to fear that my work was cut the look of things, and that I had made his memory should foil. He was late Haddock, boiled.. ...............
9.1 0
Melons, raw..;. ..........
JJ
on
purpose,*
and
as
his
host
welcomed
up
my
mind
to
be
carefully
on
my
out for me. However, there was no
2.10
Milk, raw .....
...... • *
guard. I said nothing,- being fully de- him he said
8.10
Mutton, roant..^ ........... ......30
help for it, We Bojr-streetruaupn
8,80
As Shakspeare remarks, it’s better Oatmeal,baked ................••74
as fickle customers to deal with as any termined not to betray my uneasiness,
8 JO
Oils, raw
.......v*
late
than—
than—
not
to
get
around
at
of yonr modern detectives. AH I could though' it must be owned I felt much.
8.80
Peas, dry, boiled... ..............
*3
2.00
do was to ask that .the prisoner should Before we had gone any great way, my all, you know,” and then he dropped Peaches, raw ........... ........
/»•> ^
2- \
*
3.80
raw.,. ...... ..............
be detained until I got over in the morn- prisoner tdmed sideways to me and down with a very red face in the corner Pear*,
iiiJ.m
2.80
Plnma. raw ............... ...v...W
and
took
a
peep
at
his
book
to
see
what
5.10
ing. 'I told the Governor where I had said : “Master, my missus and me have
Pork, roast .......... ............ “1
.1.80
Potatoes,boiled.., ..............
J3
put up: but he did not seem disposed some small matters of our own we would it was he intended to say.
1.00
Rice, boiled ......................
to offer
his company for an like to talk, over: and, as they don’t He was soon seated beside' a fair lady, Rye, flour, baked .................
3.80
79
who
began
conversation
by
remarking
Soup, barley, boiled.; ............ *0
hour or two in the evening, and to me concerr yoti in the least, p’raps yon
Ktrawberriis,raw. ...............
1*
he hardly appeared tfte sort of a man I wouldn’t mind looking out o’ the win- that “ Thoe ipresent age of poetry seems Turnips, boiled ...... ........... 4
3.60
4 30
25
could ask in an off-hand way to taka a der for a minute or two while we have to appeal to the sentiments less than Veal, fned .......................
22
the passions, and the fnture, we should Veal soq, broiled .................
friendly glass; so, my arrangements our talk.”
Wheat bread, baked ..............
95
bring
a
more
icsthetic
hope,
wonld
“That I could not possiblydo,” was
being thus far completed, I there and
my immediateanswer. /“ My duty is to taste.”
then left him.
Practical joking is not always un“Yes, yes,” said Simpkins. “Un- attended with danger to the perpetraThe inn where X had taken np my keep you always under my eye and
quarters stood right opposite the jail control; and, besides, as you have just doubtedly the future will; for you tor, as is evident from an event which
SOAP-MAKING.
entrance,and, as the street was some- said your domestic arrangementscan know the— the faying is, Never too late occurred on Thursday evening at Suze,
to —to— darn stockings— no 1 no
—nevbe
a
matter
of
no
concern
to
me,
so
you
Sarthe,
France.
A
man
narfied
Verle
what of the narrowest, the most comJT IS TOLL WA.'ONr AHD 8TRKK0TH.
plete view of aU comers and goers can discuss them as freely as you er too late to put in a stitch in time wrapped himself in a white sheet to
saves
nine.
No,
that
isn’t
what
I
mean
could be commanded from the front of please without minding my presence.”
frighten some girls, atad so far succeedIf*
either; it’s never too late to fix ed that they all ran away Screaming, ex
WtaktMP.
This answer seemed to disconcert to say,, either
temporary residence. As my landousee.”
both of them; but, as if byway of com anything you
r knew the errand I had come on,
oept one, who aimed a revolver at the
^hen Sim pkins crawled behind the retended ghost, and fired six shots.
__ had a most becoming respect for promise, I at the sometime leant toward
stove
and read all his phrases over eile fell toad, one
the
window
of
the
carrisge
for
a
mothe representativeof the law, she kindly
one of the bullets havaccommodated me with her own private ment, and glanced outside. My hearing again. When he emerged and joined a ing passed through bis heart.
HAD! BT THI
iparlor as a sitting-room; and a very is sharp enough now, bnt at the time I circle at a table he was caught between
Pennsylvania
Salt Manufg Co,
A
man
with
a creaky pair of boots has
two
young
ladies,
each
of
whom
came
speak
of
waa
even
more
acute.
Just
as
pleasant evening I spent in the comPHILADELPHIA.
pany of the intelligent daughter of the 1 turned my head I heard, or fancied I in for a share of bis attention, until he music in his sole.
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A QUEER JEKSEY COLONY.
Eighty Yearn of

dealing glass slowly but surely cut its Wood) Taber & Morse, Eaton, N. Y.—
way into the vitals. This could not
Portable Engines.
Mlncegenation ami Ita Be- long continue, however, and death kindly
noits.
.Messrs. Wood, Taber & Morse, of
relieved the suffering man Thursday af-

{

[From the Philadelphia Record.]

ternoon. A post-mortemexamination Eaton, Madison county, N. Y., are the
A colony of intermarried blacks and was held, and the man’s stomach and in-,
oldest manufacturers of portable steam
whites is located about eight miles from testines were found to be literally ground
engines in the country, and, for the past
Millville,in New Jersey. The place is to pieces. A wife and nine children
known as Gouldtown, and was settled are left dependent by the foolhardiness twenty-five years, have stood where they
about eighty years ago by John Gould, of a man crazed by drink.— jS7iaA:opee stand to-day— at the head of this great
after whom the town was named. Now (Afinn.) Argus.
industry. They have made the conit numbers about 500 inhabitants.
structionof their engines a study from
Food.
These are scattered, however, and the
land occupied by them covers within an
The use of food by different persons a scientificos well as a practical point
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TRUTH IB MMI11TYI
miles. The town is so should be regulatedin quantity or char- of view, and, as a consequence, have
t?'.
near Bridgeton, which is a few miles acter, or in both, according to their produced the most complete and eflecKwaiar.'asMB
__
_______ .. _ _
nd um.
ftM* eton WS
further south, that nearly all the .'deal- ages, their health and occupations, the
Hnk«« a dolicioui(Uetrc.rf i>« niriT’wlThot witliout
tive tngines ever, put on the market for
ings of the place occur there. On this seasons and the climate in which they
portable purposes. Their agricultural
account there is scarcely a sign of life live.
CABINET ORGANS Soldiers— Pensioners]
about the place, and were it not for a
Milk is the only perfect food for in- engines are especiallyadapted to the MASON&HAMLIN
l,'*' b*JiIGIlRST HONORS AT ALL
E-W w\*i«M-pa*epaper-’’Tut Natiokal
toll-gate and its charges the passing fants. It is the best food for children work for whic^ they are designed, and WORLD’S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWF.LVB YEARN.
Or..: At I’AIUB, 1«7{ ViasNA.1073: Nan moo, 1075;
ranger would hardly knqw that the and youth up to the age of 16. Old
Piflt.AJ>Ki.riia. If»7t5;Pams. 1878;.ml Gnand HWFDIBH
have found steadily-increasing favor in tioui
Mkdal. 1878. Only American Orgunt ever twHrdplace was inhabited.
people are weaker in their digestive
ed higliMt hnnon nt nny such. Sold fur culvor insUlT
Biunln. ItirnnuTirnCatai.oockh And Circulars, with
The dwellingsare all frame, some as- powers, partly because their whole sys- the eyes of thb agriculturists through- now
styli't and prtc**«, sent tft»». MASON A HAMLIN
,nch c,''lra «ed In Pension
piring to architecturalstyle, while the tems are weaker, and partly because of out the country, The necessity for the organ <;o.t Boston, new york, or Chicago. unite *i<hnut As on,v'
rye. January numbsr as specimen
^
Akmok
k. lkmona oo..
majority are but a slight improvement their diminished muscular actirity. use of steam upon farms of any magni•AGINTS’WANTED FOR THE
Washington.D. C. Lodk Box IUML
upon the railroad tool-house. Two Their food should be less in quantity tude is daily beooming more manifest,
« a« fSth want EfTYCK
painted signs are visible, one announc- than that used by younger persons, and
“BACK FROMTHE MOUTH OF HELL.”
and its use for different purposes grows
By ons uho hnt 6e#a Iktrtl
ing the location of the postoffice and of easier digestion.
more
general
with
each
succeeding
“Rise
and
Fall of the Moustache.”
the other designatingthe school-house ;
In summer and in warm climates less
Tho treat IntarMt in the thrilling history of our counBy lh« BurlingtonUaicktytkumorUt.
but these are so nearly effaced by the food by one-thirdis needed, the tone of season. Here, as everywhere else, steam try mnkos this the fnstest-iol.'wigbook over pulilishod.
Samantha as a P. A. and P. I.
roducod 33 peccant. It Is the most complete Hiswear of time as to be in keeping with the system being lowered, and persons is a great economizer, and its savings Prices
tory of the 11. S. ever published. Send toroxlrateinu to
The three brightret and hcata^lin’g bwks out. Agents,
the lifeless aspect of the village. The thus being unable either to digest or to can be felt directly and counted up to Agents, and see why it s^llsso »ery fast Andress
you can put tbsss books In everewhere. Best terms
NATIONAL PURLISHINQ CO., Chicago,III
church is the most artistic building in assimilate as much as in winter and in the penny. The experience, reputation
fi.anboA,teJSf. PUBU8Hand koown responsibilityof Messrs
the place, and its pastor is the ruler of colder latitudes.
Newspaper
and
Jon
Printers.
he town.
So also fat, sugar and starch— the lat- Wood, Taber & Morse guarantee to all
If you wish to buy or •"11 ah nfflre. or »ny portion
The women of Gouldtown are white ter include fine flour — being mainly purchasers of their engines full value thyryo,. sdverUse In THE NKW8PAPKR UNION
(Publisher.Kditlon).This paner reachesevery printer
for
price
given,
which
is covering the
and their husbands are negroes. Men heat-making elements, should be but
and publisher in the Northwest, and is devottHllothe
or women who are not willing to com- little used in summer and in tropical entire bill. They have every facility •peuMl interiwts of the craft,and u n medium for «drefusing Primers’ goods has no tousl. NulMcrtplinn
ply with these conditionsof marriage regions, and largely used in winter and for producing the finest engines, and pneu •»© emits pur annum. Ad vet Using rates 60 cents
per Inch per insertion.Address
cannot live in the village with ease or in cold climates. Corn bread, which they do it. Every engine is carefully
CIIIC’AMO NEWSPAPER UXIOY,
tested
in
parts,
and
then
as
a
whole,
and
_ _
INI Filth Avenue, Chicago, III,
comfort, for the Gouldtown ers will containsa largo per cent, of fat, is betthe
guarantee
of
the
firm
is
never
put
have no one about but those in sympa- ter adapted for food in winter than in
THE 60SPEI OF JBY IttfSiEffi!
Imautyfor Gospel Meetings, Camp MeeUnga, Devotional
to inferior work. Their work is all of
thy with their notions. This was the summer.
Meetings and .Sunday fichoola.
every time by Dr. Nntton'e Amaxmtliin
request of its founder when he passed
Shoemakers,tailors and people of the one grade, and that the best. For Cured
By Rev. NamUHL AlUam and 8. H. SPEC*. It eonNpcclflc,No failures. C«rtAln,s&fo and speedy. The
the
present
season,
they
have
added
inly reliable remedi.1 box 60 e*s., 1 dot. Ml.OO. tains a large number of new and very superiorHymns
away. And this request their descend- sedentary habits generally need less
Sent by mull on receipt of »mounL G.W. Wooph.M.U., and Tunes. Thegmiernl alyl*is very cheer! ul and bright,
ants are determined
.i~t.
to carry out.
i
i8 m0re easily digested, than new and desirablefeatures to their en- ShermanCity, Kansas, says: ” I gave your Pill*to four os befitsa collection that has so much to say and *lng
gines, and have placed them more than patient* the same dav, and broke up the chills on throe about
Gould’s intentionin founding the place the farmer and all persons who work
“Uhid Tidings of Great Joy.”
of them the third day after.” A trial will convince.
was to develop his theory of the equal- hard in the open air. Still, everybody ! ^.eT in the advttnce °/ theJr competitors, Address SUTTON MAX’F’O (O., Idtir,Iti ond.
Both words and music sre of an elevatedcharacter,
way, X. Y. P. O. llnx *«*:».) Make P. O. Orders commendingthemselvesto person* of refined taste, and
ity of the negro in his right to marry
the •'dancingnuasure” so prevalentIn many recent
should have enough of active exercise ! ^he8%cntfneSare.
ln C™ry “<'c' oavaldwto KKRXARD WHITtlA V.
pOWKKFUL TRLKPHONK MAGNKTS, Ac. esoh; compositionstins been carefully avoided.
into the white race.
to bo able to digest a generous diet. I tV?11. of(
>= A
Diaphragms, 10c. Tkl. Mao. Co., Merchantvllle,
N. J.
Price 36 cts.,for whiob spectrum copies will be mailed
Gould was a colored man, and, before
A thinker nleds « good supply of ^
the highest satisfaction. pfHKET DICTIONARY, UH.OOO WordsLsnd to any addu-s*.
Descriptive
price-lists
may
be
obtained
JL
Dr.
Fnotr’w
lirnltli
.tfAMli'y,
ono
rear,
Ado.
founding Gouldtown, was in love with
area of about six
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brain food, such as is liberallyfurnished
MftuuY Hill Pod. Co., 120 K. v'Hth fit,, New York.
young white girl This is supposed in oatmeal; but he must not use his by addressing as above.
CQ QfifiA YEAR. Hew to Make It. Aw Agonu
OOOUU
00^ COL * YO.VGE, fit. Louis, Mo.
to hav6 induced the remarkabletheory brain at the expense of vigorous musAnother Washington Monument.
to jgtN.OOO Judiciously InvestedIn Wall Street
which he evolved. Gould, at the time cles, for it is muscles that have to work
sis Inys the toondation for substantialfortunesevery
Probably one of the oldest societies week, and yields an immense percentageof profits by
of this love affair, was residing in Cam- not only the stomach but the lungs and
the New Capitalization
System of operating In Stocks.
in the country is that of the Cincinnati. Full explanationon application to ADAMS, liKOWN A
den, where he married the girl and heart.
a

where he started to inauguratehis theory of equality. He soon found other
negroes who had similar designs upon
females of the white color,* and, when
they were consummated. Gould and a
few others, friendless, started to dig a
livelihood out of South Jersey land.
The place they selected was indeed a
Jersey Sanara. Whether they jiaid for
the land is not known.
From time to time the settlementincreased by the additionof negroes who
had taken unto themselves white
omen as wives. The offspring of these
people were, of course, mulattoes,

The sick, of course, need food carefully
adapted to their particular condition, and
those who are not in full health may
greatly help themselves by rejecting
whatever they find injurious to them.
Curious Story.
Cincinnatihas had a queer case of
matrimonial engagement and disengagement, with some very novel accompani-

ments. According to newspaper re-

John Gibson, proprietor of the
a young
—not very young— woman named
Bunce. At least she consented with
Gouldtown alacrity to be his wife, and he was on

some of whom remained at
and intermarried, and others sought

ports,

Gibson House, wooed and won

It was formed shortly after the Revolu-

(;o
" ' Bankers,20 A *8 Broad St,, N. Y.
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sand* of friends. Do not fall to examine and try It.
There are 270 S ings, In the l oniposdlonor st-lecllunof
which great tnstonnd abilityhas lieen tllsplayed Kxnmlne also "Shining Hirer ’’ and "'I'lie Hivei of Llle,”
lirostaiiilaidhouksol great beauty.

WARNER BRO’8 COhSfcio
rttvlvnlliir
Mntnli'l
PAUIM EXPOSITION
nrrr sit
comis-tliots
FLEXIBLE HIP COitSET

tionary war, and. Gen. George WashHIzlii’SI
.,iit
ington was its first President.On his
OLIVER BITSON & CO., Boston.
itiii-rli'«ii
'ilu-lr
death the members of the society reC.
II. Dltsnn d(Co., J. K. Ditsun skCo.,
|IW Isilli'SIs WASSAKTKD Ool u rvsK
solved to honoi; their illustriouschief
ilown ov»r io* hie-. Prlrsii f.. TWIr
843 Broadway. N.Y.
niiaOheslnut St., Phils.
by a suitable monument, and in the
IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
Isiusil* whll III)- |lu«l, VHlkb
year 1810 a subscription for that purits soft md flrxllils and cuutslus no
tours.Prlre by msll.tl.M.
pose was started in the Pennsylvania
Pnrss
by slllrsdlng mrrctisnts.
branch of the general society. Though
WABMKB BB08,.m »rtt4w>r. N. I.
thus early planned, the project has not
yet been realized, but it is expected, COLLINS &.C0. S
however, that work will shortly be begun. Several well-knownartists,both
in this country and Europe, are preparing designs for the proposed monument, and Mr. Thomas Ball, the sculp•tcad," sddrsn H. J. UUmore,Lstol ton’r.laiiaa,Ksasre
tor, now in Rome, has sent to the trustVOUNO MAN. ATTENTION! -Dr. B.~A." CAfifS
Iwonderful HAIR AND II F.A RIM* RNJRR.
ees of the society in this city photoATOR will posliivelr iirodnce a Inxutlouagrowth ol
HAIR
or HEARD In SIX WEEKS or money refunded.
graphs of his design, which are expect1 pkg. 60c. ; 3 for il.do. with full directhms, DR. H. A.
ed to arrive in a few days. The funds
CAHTH DISPENSARY^
CXHTH
DISPENSARY.I/M>aoott
I>g.«(Kitee,Ltd.
. ahhaIT
are safely deposited, and the amount
All thi- Time.
now’ in the possession of the State soThe very brel goods
dlre<-tfrom (he 1mciety aggregates nearly $130,000. The
uu,.
,
^
, - — _ — portersat Half the
cheapest sad moat In Urea ting paper tn ths United nsual cost Beit plan ever offered to Club Agents and
site of the monument will be in this
THE WEEKLY HUN la nphaUeaByUu pm IS.rVJS.,?r.EL'x t,,iA“UKS ,,41u
city, probably in Fairmouut Park.—
nlo’g family papm.
Philadelphia Ledger.
____ TW. KKGLARD. PubBstug,E. Y. Ottp||i.- 1.
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a connubial partnership with her when his parents interposed objections to the match. He
yielded to them, and withdrewjrom the
proposed alliance, notwithstanding he
admitted his own views of, and feeling
toward, her to be unchanged. This
society.
caused no little surprise among his acThe young people of the tQWp are quaintances,because he is not, as might
very light in color, but there is no diffi- be surmised, in the first bloom of
culty in distinguishingthe negro blood youth cr under the ordinary restraint
JELLY
Early Rislug.
in the features of lightest. The men of leading strings. On the contrary,
Yeeey Uireet. New York.
are mostly strong, healthy-looking,he is past 45, a big, burly, ruddy-com- The ancient maxim of “ early to bed
and the girls handsome. Their hair plexioned fellow, whom no one judging ! and early to rise ” has lately received
grows long and thickly, and is worn from his experience would suspect of i what may be a death blow from a Gerafter the old style of making a top- being.a calf. But it is supposed that, ! man doctor who, not content to accept
knot on the back of the head. They though nominally in business, he has no the wisdom of nations, has been collect GraiiflMcjalattliePliilaiieiiaEiDsslliOD
are tidy and simple in their dress, are money of his own, his father having all ing data on the habits of persons who
SILVER MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
polite and attentive in manner, and the property, and that he is, therefore, have attained a great .age. Ho has
The most valuable family remedy known for the treat,
particularly courteous to, the stranger very submissive to the will of the gov- found that in the majority of cases merit ot wounds, burns, sores, ouli. skin diseases, rheuinntirni,cblllilalus,
catarrh, hemurrhoida.etc. Alsu, lor
who may pass through their lonely set- ernor. However this may be, the junior those who lived the longest were those coiiths, colds, sore throat, croup and alphthcrin,etc.
UmmI and approved by the leadingphysicians of Kurope
tlement.
Gibson refused to keep his part of the who went to bed the latest. The Lon- and America.
The to Jet article*made from pure Vaseline—such aa
agreement;
but Miss Bunce held him don World says :
On Sunday afternoon every member
POMADK. COLD CREAM, CAMPHOR ICR and
TOILKT
SO A Pfi-aresupei lur to any similar ones. Tur
“
Out
of
every
ten
persons
who
had
of the. village,big and little, unless pre- to it, and he secured release only by
TIlKSf.
attained
the
age
of
80
and
upwards
he
COLGATE A CO., Hole Agents, New York.
vented by sickness, must attend church. paying her $50,000, in five notes of
The forms of religion are as simple as hand for $10,000 each. After this he found at least eight who were in the 26 and CO cent sizoa of all our goods.
Hold by all Druggists.
Har.tlo Crook, Mloh.
their habits. They subsist by tilling renewed his courtship, and persuaded habit of not going to bed until the small
hours,
and
who
consequently
u
ere
late
their soil, and manage , to grow enough her to surrender the notes, which she,
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE
risers. The doctor is of opinion that
to support them comfortably (jrith very in the innocence and affection of her
early rising tends rather to diminish
heart,
did
without
hesitation.
Then
he
little left for exchange purposes.
deserted her, and she has brought suit than to increase vital energy, and to
, Among the peculiaritteax of these
THRESHING MUCHINERy.
people is their fondness for longhand for damages, sustaining her case by re- shorten life. He maintains that it is
distinguished names, such as George citing this story, which is very strange, quite a mistake to think that the mornPflHK XatrhlfM Grain-Saving, Time-Saving,
ing hours are the most strengthening;
ar.4 Money-8srlD| fbrc.hrri of this day and
Washington Jackson Ruchauan. The if true.
Uee. Bsnood all rivalryfor lUpid Work, r«rfcx-t Clrauiot,
on the contrary, they are more apt to
sod for Havioi Orsla from Wulsgc.
father of a large family boasts of the
Massacres In the South Pacific.
produce fatigue; and the morning
name of Daniel Webster Clay, and reAmerican vessels navigatingthe South breeze is more dangerousto some concently attached Charles Sumner to it.
Pacific would be wise to give Brooker stitutions than the damp of the evenThe attachment was accomplished in a
island, one of the Calvados group, .a
novel way. The fathers in the town
wide bertE. A Mr. B. P. Ingham unTraveling; la Extra-Hazardous
were called together by means of little
dertook to tisit Brooker Island for the
posters pasted c$ the s“feiSotty and the
If the toariet is unprovided with some raodicpurpose of reclaiming some property Inal resource. Changes of temperature, food
man whose name ,en<lecL with Clay anthat had been seized and appropriated snd water of an unaccustomed or unwholenounced officially [th^Thenceforthhe
• w
oil - / ii
by the savages. His steamer was well some quality, and a route that lies in tho
would be known as D. W. C. Charles
tropica or other regions where malaria exSumner. After thhfr announcement equipped. He had a good crew, and in ists, are each and all fraught with danger to one
addition two Chinese and three Kana- who has been improvident enough j neglect a
they were all permitted to ttrhik'agl&s
a remedial safeguard The concurrent testiof water from a silver cup, handed kas* Two guns were mounted on the mony of many voyageun by land and sea es6TKAN Power Threshers n Sperlalfy. N)»reial
steamer,
one
of which was a 90-pounder.
Tho good
sUnnch old
from the time of John Gould, and
to (lira *r Separatorsmads siprauly for Steam Pawn.
tablishesthe fact that Hostotter’sStomach
ll)e , natives received the party with.
OUR UnrivaledSteam Thresher Knginrs,
Hitters enables those who use it to encounter
stand-by,
MU8ifoj«
W botfi rsrutjlstod Trsstlns.with YalsaMs Impravshazards of the nature referred to with imrate, fhr beyond say othermtk* or k|ad.
has done
punity;
and
that, as a medicine adapted to sud1 Drunken Xm% Horrible Death. ^ t*leir honor, invited them ashore, and
IIIRB IHYIBK Threshing Kxsensee (and often
nv
to assuage pain, relieve
three days after massacred the whole of den and unexpected exigencies, it is peculiarly
valuable.
Disorders
of
tho
liver,
the
bowels
Mr. Cichi% of IjflpBbargt Le Sueur fcljem. Thp steamer was plnnd6re4 and
snfferlnsr, and save the lives of
and the stomach, fever and ague, rheumatism
OBAUV Balaent will nat submit to the enerwm smss wssUgsof Oroln sad tb" inferior work dnos by
dismantled. \^I| is] now reported: that aod nervous ailments, brought on by exposure,
men and beasts than all other
fli Mbor machines, wbra owe pootrdre the dlfferonec.
six parties of« shipwrecked seamen; and are among the maladies to wliich emigrants,
liniments pud together. Why!
fkflPOT On hr Taatlv Superior fhr Wheat, Oaf a.
wanted US wager
travelers and new settlers are most subject
rew aartey,R;», tod llkf Ornlns,hut th, UaLV Suoorubeche-le-mer parties have been purBcounse the Mustang ppneThese and others .vield to the action of the
fSI TbfMber in fU*, TimoUiy. Mllli't. Clovor. and flks
swallow the glass
d erh^withm ajecent period amonjj the
toed*. Ilequlrr*no attschmoote” or “rehsMtM" Is
Bitterspromptly and oompleteiy.
ii
tnrtcs
throng
skin
and
flesh
•haofr from firaln loBssds.
whisky flask,
to fhe very bone, drivins opt
by one; of the party presen
The Dimensions of Heaven. ’1
all pain and soreness and
the drunken man proe
•ur ''Vusavua" Thresher Ontttu ore isasrepsrebls. >
the piUTerizedglaesj!
The Rev. J. <5. Beltzly, Lutheran, is to try!* P. WflhWfs AhU-Perlodic or'Fe'vor
morbid ^cr^ipns, and restyrcandle. Sttange to relate, that night he out with a calculationof the size of and Ague Tonio. It is not plesasat to take, but
uu; the mflicted part to senad
felt no ill
bk t^e
heaven, b^d-qq the statement in1 the it contains no Qniflihl, and never fails to cure
and supple health.
deed, out the next (lay the glass began Revelation that the angels “measured
to cut and grind the boWela, bempclling frith the reed 12,000 furlongs. The
most enduent physidins. For sale by all
the man to writhe and scream in agpny. len^lythe breadth, and the height of Druggists.
This continued until Thursday sort- it are equid.” Taking eight furlongs to
Augusta (Ga.) fannert keep their
ing, when the poor wretch was brought equal a mile» lie comes to the following
horses in presentableconditionby feedto New Prague in the delusive hope conclusions:“The heavenly city will be
that a physiciaircould eare him from 1,500 miles in each of its dimensions, ing them on rice flonr at a cost of 9
I
his inevitable and fast*approaching which will accommodate all the people cents a day.j
death. Of course no physician’sskill of all the worlds with separate apartTex great Meredith stock sale, where flftycould now save or even prolong the life ments. There will be precisely 39,541,- five heal’of* short-horn
*
Uewi
.......
cattle
will
be sold, takes
which Imd been so deliberately, though 166,666,666,663,6661 rooms of fair size, place Wednesday,June 18th, at Cambridge
renowned fipecifioand
valuable Treatise rent u
unknowingly/ taken. It was pitiful and and there will remain over 240,000,000,- City, lad.
O. N. U.
No. ‘JO
any aufferer sending me h»
heartrending to hear the poor mortal 000,000,000 of mansions unoccupied, to
PimUrffioe aod Kzpreu ad
Senator Bell, of New Hampshire,
moan and scream in agony as the death- be occupied by the angels.”
graduated from Dartmouth.
the point of forming

matches elsewhere; so that in the fruition of time white men joined in
wedlock with mulattoes and mulattoes
joined with white women. This state
of affairs passed on until to-day the
colony presents a mixed condition of
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LOCKS! LOCKS! NEW PIKMI! Something New
UsT
HEW LOCKS!

E. E. Workman,
Manufacturerof

Professor C. II. Dinn said that Nature
h is established a

grand system of water

circulation, from sea to land, from land

human need.

adapt

Irrigation seeks to retard

Scroll

Sawing of all kinds

the rapid flow of waters to the ocean, and
to

and

low lands near which they

fertilityto

pay

flow. The supply

tribute of moisture

then

must come from

which should

ated for irrigation, which

in

such instances

is applied to the waters of the Yosemite

Valley, making them useful to

Merced County, Califor-

nia.

is

tom.

of

California artesian wells

of

which give a daily flow
from 100,000 toSoO.OOO gallons. One

of

these wells will irrigate from 2o to 40

acres. Soaking from ditch to ditch

method

price of
Horse Power
* R*>r
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49-ly

MISHAWAKA PLOWS,

29-ly

WM.
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CO.,

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

Springfield,Ohio.

“

The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Ilsh remedy, an
unfailingcure for

_‘

„

lawn.

Evergreens succeed

-

bearing date the sixteenth day of July, A. D. 1873,
No. 10 Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich.
and received for record m the office of the Register
Sold in Holland aud elsewhere by all wholeof Deeds ,:f Ottawa County, Michigan,ou the
sale and retail druggists.
twenty-fifthday of l-ebruary,A. D. 1874. at eigi.t
o'clock in the forenoon and there recorded in lioer
8-l.v
unmber 3 of mortgagesou page 28. That Olive U.
Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Charles, and widow of
Come and see our new Spring Stock of
said James Charles, deceased, is uow the holder

on dry
the Rocky

best

soil. The best varieties cast of

Mountains are the white pine, hemlock,
white aud black aprece aud balsam fir.
Of European evergreens, the Norway M,chii?»n.under the provisions of chapter15«
^ J of the Compiled Laws of the State of Michigan

6

•

spruce and the Austrian and Scotch pines
are best adapted for general use. The
Auslrim pine is the most hardv, and has

ro

superior
fapwior

. wind break. ' It 8ee„,s
the Nordman’s fir, so much

WALL

of 1871, said James Charles leaving no children,
and the residue of his personalestate iuclnuing
said mortgage, no: exceedingthe emu of one thousand dollars, as appears by the recons, files and

PAPER,

CURTAINS,
H.

ETC.,

MEYER &

A'l
/r.ns

*,4.4 V ^

rjRBiNEf

Ai a re<-uiM e«i g-are

4.-iOO |*«;r efts!*
A lull u.'wcriptton,
,po«v*tr.price, etc., |«
Uiven in au extra of
ll»e I'mrbtH, ee*wort*r,
Send for a Copy.

GATES CURTIS,
Osde&ihursh N.Y.

Dat. d, April 21th, A.

usually present a better appearance at the

year. Prunning

will

cause accelerated growth, whether the tree

5.

1879.

OLIVE

will

O HUBBARD,

holder and owner of said mortgage.

Clabk II. Gleason,
Attorney for owner of

Mortgage.12-l3w

Just received at the Drug Store ol

has been moved or not, hence its impor
tance wheu other agents are

at

work

to

retard growth. Some orchardists prune too

much;

others

medium

brings best results.

not at all. The happy

Dr. R. A. Scliouten,
A fall and complete assortmentof

INDIA RUBBER GOODS,

jimii!

pirns

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN.

to check at sight. Foreign exchange bonght and
sold. Tickets, to aud from all points in Europe

9-lv

sold at

my

office.

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Mortgage Sale.

-

...

numbered seventeen (17). In block nnrabered
thirty-eight(33) In the city (latailtlagelofHolland,
in the Connty of Ottawa, State of Michigan, according to the recorded map of said city.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Februaty W, A. D. 1879.

as solid as possible, the

of time than if merely thrown loosely

and nil the effects of youthful Indiscretion,will for
the sake of suffering humanity, send tree to all
woo need it. the recipe and directions for making
the simple remedy by which he was cured. Bufferors wishingto profit by th« advertiser’sexperience
can do so by addressing In perfectconfidence.

JOHN

B.

OGDEN,

42

Cedar bt.,

New York.

l-28w

HARD PAN PRICES.

At

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.
g. J. Te vaarwerk.
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
10-fim

I

Great Reduction in Prices of

ELGIN WATCHES,
Stem and Key-Winding Watches, Silver Cases,
Fine Movements,

ONLY
-

$11.00

ALSO

-

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.
H.

at

WIJKHUIZEN.

Watch and Cloekmaker.9th street, opposite First
Reformed Church. Holland,
8-

Mich.

FOR SALE.

BY

SOLID

followingdescribedLots in the Oily of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block 0, West A edition $175
each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot li. Block 11, South West
Addition 8175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1. 6 <fc 6 In Block
25, as organized plat near the A. L. 8. depot at
$ .’25 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $30o each.
Also 15 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 1, 10. It, 12. 18. and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and > in Block 11. The above will
be sold onlong credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

1

MEYER &

H.

CO.,

DIALERS IN

Fmitite. Colas, Sorias Hichiaos, Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

PILES

Of all kinds, TUMORS, discharges
BLOOD or mucus, and all diseases

RECTUM

of the
quickly
Iv and percured by a simple and sooth
REMEDY.
For information, address
DR. J. FABER A CO., 22 Ann 8t.. N. Y.

COUGH MIXTURE.
An

ANEWFRESHSTOCK

Extra Fine Remedy for

COUGHS. GROCERIES.
-OF

leas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and
Soaps,

No

Toilet,

etc., etc.

family ought to he without It.
My 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
export fodges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos anil
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging

Prepared only bv
J. P. Lkk, Chicago, HI.

HAIR RENEWER ALL CHEAPFOLt CASE.

- •

CITY BOTTLING

WORKS.

Mp,

he will send a copy of I he prescription used, FREE
(UNDER
HOUSE.)
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
using the same, which will he found a sure cuie for
Our celebrated tager Beer la bottled freah at this
Coneumptlon,Catarrh,Bronchitis, Asthma, Ner- ratablilhment, and will be deliveredto flimlllea ft-ee
vousness,<4c.,Ac,, Ac, Addresswith stamp.—
of charge at 81-20 per dozen full quart bottles,
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.
or 60 ceuta per# dozen.

GERMANIA

Farm

lor Bale.

Come and try Samples

splendid clay
city. Near church
at a bargain, 80 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of Unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
I will sell eighty acres of

from
and school house,

soil, six miles

at

this

,

the Bar.

.

.

i )

.

E. F.

Holland, Mich.,

SUTTON.

Brewer.

April 17th, 1979.

42-tf
i ....
W*
1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.
„

i’l..........

..

Inniil

wmU

A QENTS WANTED

AroAm GREAT WORK,

Howard
•

Aeeignee nf Mortgage$McRb!di.

!-18w

.

Att'ye for Aseigrue of Mortgage.

MEAT MARKET
— IN THE

FIRST

rootlets and small fibres, and prevent a

_WARD.

The stand la one door west of G. J. HaverkateA
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAIT,
J.

Holland. July

14,

1878.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

—

Being a completehistory of all the Important
The undertignedannounces to the PnbHc that
Industries of America,including AgricaUnrsl. Mechanical, Manufacturing,
Mining, Commercial and they have flnlsnedtholr new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
other enterprises.
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
ABOUT 1,ai0 LARGE OCTAVO PAGES AVD 300 dealing they fool confident of giving satisfactionto
FINE
NO
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
LIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.
trade.

warts being removed by making a paste of
ENGRAVINGS.
WORK
soda and water and keeping it constantly
on them. A pinch nt saleratusput on a
wart every night will give the cxcresence Second Edition Note in PRESS,
For terms and territoryapply at once to
a passport to obivion, the surest and most
quiet wav, and leave no traces behind.
The Henry BUI Publishing Oo., Horw'oh, Ct.
N. Y. five. Pott.
.1 lu-M>w.-$3.50.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

GERRIT A. KONING,

into the hole, promote an early start of the

of large and unsightly

OP YOUTH.

.

Few thing are so importantat firming
the soil around newly-plantedtrees; a
Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
neglect here is a principal cause of »o cent*, to pay poatago and matitng. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. lg— utmlm, Gffiensburg. N. T.
many vacant spaces in young orchards.]

known

— the safest—
and most beautiful.

Ep

Harper'* Weekly in one volumn.

soil will retain moiaiure a far greaterlength

Chandeliers— the

latest styles

CONSUMPTION CURED!

Ing the place of holding the Circuit Court for the
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan).
The premises to be sold are described In said mortgage as follows, to-wlt: All that colaln piece or
parcel of land, situate In the city of Hblland. In the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
deacribed as follows, 10-wit: the west half of lot

sat-

loss which would follow a cessation of
growth.

Lamps and

SONS.

who suffered for vears- from
rk Nervous DEBILITY. PREMATURE DECAY

e-iy

isfactionin binding a year.s numbers of

I have

ERRORS
GEBTLEMAN

LEE’S

OL

them
as closely logeber as possible, then bend
over half an inch of each end of both
wires, clinchingthem as you would a

down

tfe

1878.

having been made In the conditions
LJ of an Indentnre of mortgage, da ed. ac
knowledged and delivered, on ihe twenty-sixth
Restores Ihe Hair
day of March, A. D. 1877, by Jacob Van de
Roovaart.of the city of Chicago, Illinois,o to its Original Color, and prevents it from
Give me a trial and you will be pleased with
Henry Westveer, ol the same place, recorded In
falling out.
good* aud Prices.
the office of the Registerof Deeds, of Ottawa
PETER BOOT,
County, Michigan,In Libor Mo. 5 of mortgages,on
Both these remedies ar- for sale at
River Street.
Page five hundred, on the thirtiethday of
Do. Schoutin’h Drug Store.
March, A. D. 1877, and assigned by Henry WestHolland Mich,
veer. on the ninth day of December, A. D. 1878, by Eigth Street,
. ,
an instrumentin writing, to Gerrit A Koning, of
the city of Holland, Michigan, The assignment
of said mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
January, A. D. 1879, recorded In the office of the
Register ol Deeds, of Ottawa county, Michigan,in
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
Liber No. 4 of raortiages, on page four hundred
and thirty-eight. Whereas, there Is now due and having been permanently cured of tne much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
unpaid at the date of this notice,one hundred ana
remedy. Is anxious to make known to his fellow- No, 18
Street, Holland,
thirtyeight dollars for principal and interest,also
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.

the volume between,in a vice, draw

If pressed

17,

Baskets In great variety?

T^EFAULT

1879.

Run

wrought nail. This method has given

VAN PUTTEN

mu, BMMIUJ

CALL AND SEE THEM.

to

.

G.

Holland. Aug.

MACALISTER’S Cough Mixtureloosens the
Docs a general Banking,Exchange, and Collecphlegm, and acts like a charm In cases of
tion business. Collections made on all points in
the Uqlted State* and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collection*of Banks and Bankers.
CROUP,
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
business intrusted to me shall have prompt attenThose who aie troubled with coughing at night,
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject can find Immediate relief.

by

H

No Trouble.

O’*-'1'-—

Macallister's

ten dollars as an attorney fee provided for In said
mortgage, if proceedingsare taken to foreclose
Snch as Syringes of every site and description; the same, and no suit at law or in chanceryhaving
and magazinesmay be made in five minNursing Tubes and bottles, the latest and most been Instituted to recover the debt, secured by
utes as follows: Place two strips of wood beautiful Inventions. Nipple Shields, Atomizers, said mortgage, or anv part thereof; y»tioe ie tieredy
etc. The stock Is too numerousto mention in oivm. that by virtue of the power of sale contained
inch wide
thick, and the length detail.
In said mortgage and the statute in such case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
of the papers to be bound on each side of
by a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
the volume, close
the back edge.
thereof as shall b* necessaryto pay the amount
They are sold at about half the price of former due on said mortgage,for principaland Interest,
Punch small holes through both strips , sari.
The Improvements In this line of goods said attorney 'a fee and the cost and expensesof
advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed oy law, at
and papers two inches from each end. will astonish you, If you see them.
public auction or veodue, to the highest bidder, on
R. A. SCUOUTEN,M. D.
a short piece of No. 9 fenefi wire
Monday, th« nineteenth day of May, A.
Holland, Apdl2S,
U-4w
through both holes, place the strips, with

A cheap and firm binding for papers

any-

GLASSWARE.

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

BANKING.

AJJ.1879,

at ten o'clockIn the forenoon, at the front door of
erecta, of dark, glossy foliage, shows finely the Circuit Court house in the City of Grand Hain the center. • Rhododendronssucceed ven, in the County of Ottawa and 8tate of Michigan, that being the place of holding the Circuit
best in a compost made of half-decayed Court for said County. Said premises are described
In said mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
moss, quarter leaf-mould and quarter sur- of laud situate,lying and being in Ottawa County
face-sand from elevations where the azalea and State of Michigan and described as the southwest quarter of the northeastquarter of section
grows. The growth in tbU compost has six (6l town seven i7) north, of range fourteen (14)
west, containing forty (40) acres, bu the same more
been wonderful.
or less. Also all that portion of the north part of
the southeastquarter of the northeast quarter as
may be contained within the limits described as
Something plausible is said on both follows: commencingat the northwestcorner of
sides of the question of prunning trees at the south ast quarter of the northeast quarter ef
said section six (8;, thence east along the north
the time of transplanting;but the weight line of said southeast quarter of northeast
quarter to the Grand Haven or River road; thence
of argument seems to favor a reasonable
southeasterly along the center line of said road
shortening in. As a generallyaccepted twelve (11) rods; thence west parallel with the
north line of said southeastquarter of northrule, trees seldom make much growth the east quarter to the west line of said southeast quarter ol northeastquarter; thenco north along
first season after removal, and D the roots
said west line to the place of beginning, being two
have not worked properly in their new acres more or less, accordingto the United states
survey— together with the tenements,heredlfahome, the consequencewill be small yellow ments and appurtenancesthereuntobelongingor
In
any wise appertaining or thereupon situated.
foliage. Now if a portion of the shoots

it

.

foctlv

Where

enough, and contrast is desired, the laxus Twenty-ninth dnyof July,

T

?BOCKEltY0.rnd‘'! ane *n'‘ P0PD'‘r kl,d ur

be relied upon.

CO.,

U

close of the first

L0V/.

rPHE

may

are cut away in advance, the top

-

E

S

have also put on the shelves a largo and com-

j

and the note accompanyingthe same there Is
claimed to be due for pr.nclpa' and interesr.at
admired in Europe, should be so over- this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollarsai.d seventy-two cents, and also the sum of
looked in this country. When Ihe lawn fifty dollars, the attorneyfee provided for in said
mortgage
in case of foreclosure. That no suit or
space will allow, in addition to a few
proci-euiugat law or Id equity has been Instituted
flower beds, one or more irregular masses for the recovery of said debt or any portion thereof. That by virtue of the power ol sale in said
of low-growing evergreens
be intro- mortgage contained and the statutein such case
duced near the walks with pleasing effect. made and provided said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the laud describedtherein to
In tbla class the golden yew, having satisfysaid mortgagedebt and Interestthereon at
rate of seven per cent, per annnra, and said atgolden-tippedfoliage, well adapted for the
torney fee and costs of sale, at public auction or
massing.
the masses ure large vendneto the highest bidder on Tuesday, the

strange that

o

^ WATCHES

Taku«;r

GRAY

clnmps, should have ample room on the

way!
I

- ARE

(PRICES

OLE

Come and Look at

for yourself, no

trouble to show goods.

Mortgage

in breakingwinds. Single specimens,or

see

have made such arrangements that I can
PIECE, PART OF A SET, or

by the

.A

i seminal Weakhereby given that the co-partnersurface is nearly level, it is often flooded, li ship heretofore existing between the under
ness, Spermatorrhea, I m potency,
causing the water to siand for a short time. signed, under the firm name of Lyon & Cabey. is
and ail diseases
this day dissolved by mutual consent. A II accounts
that follow,as a
Mr. Dann has not become satisfied that ir- with said firm must be settled by Messrs. Lyon &
sequence of SelfSon. who will continue the lumber business.
rigation is pracllcablein Western New
T) c “Tit, Abuse; as Loss
Dated, Olive Ck.ntux, March 25th, 1879.
Before
,,
K. LxON,
York though he has tested it on a small
H-4w
J. 11. CAREY.
Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision.Premature
scale with profit. The crop in most cases
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
was largely increased.
Sale.
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrate
-a**VOTICK Is hereby given that default has been £#“Pul! particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
made in the conditions of a certain mortgage desire to send free by mall to every one. OfThe
George Ellwanger read a paper on ever- la
made and executed by Ira A. Livingston and Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
greens. They are of utility,as well as Thomas Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan, of puckag<-,or six pack .ges for $5, or will be sent free
the first part, to Janies Charles, late of Kent Couu- by mall on receipt of the money by addressing
beautiful; useful in screening walks, and ty, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part,
THE
MEDICINE CO?,

-

Come and

I

It

W H

Prices.

$ 2«.oo
.......5W8.00
.......313.50

VTOTTCE ii

-

sell

Etc., Etc.

Combination Metal. Chilled Iron and
Steel Mould Board Plows, at Bottom

Dissolution Notice.

thin sheet over the surface. When the

And

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

TRADE MARK.

by causing the water to creep slowly in a

Groceries,

CANT-H00KS.

......

JAMES LEFFEL A

applied! to cultivated fields.

Grass and grtia are fmtuenlly irrigated

CHINA WARE,

Caps,

PLACE,

THlT

CANT^HOOKS!

sts.

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
| including governor, pump,
' etc. (and boxing) at the low

been sunk,

<fc

a-EisnjxnsrE

•'

Opposite the Poat-Offloe,

thirty miles long, varyfeet in width at the bot-

Hats

•

REMEMBER

addition I have made to ray stock consisting of

have just received a large new stock of

Dry Goods,

We

,

38-tv

In the San Joaquin Valley and

other parts

have

30

to

River & Tenth

fertilize

the best lands in
This canal

Cor.

We

will cheerfully
show the goods and explain their
operation.

Any one of the above arflcleemade to order to
any «ixe or measure ou abort notice and at Oraud
Rapid* price*.

accomplished by canals. This system

ing from 20

Gome and examine.

drawn upon an elevation.

be

gentle sloping plains at the foot of

mountain ranges are most favorablysituis

We call the attention of the public, who are. or
anticipate to build, to our Stationary Knob Shank
Mortice Look.

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

distributing reservoirs and channels,

River Street,

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

done to order.

springs, streams, rivers and lakes, nature’s

The

Burned out "by the late Fire we re-openedIn
store just completedat our old stand ou

ourntw

it to

compel them

HOLLAND.

VAN ROTTEN & SONS,

G.

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

to sea; artificial irrigationis a slight moll-

ificationof ihis system to

DOORS, SASH,

VAN ZOEREN.

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars,
And

Dolmans,

a full line of

SILK
L & S.

A

IT

ID CR/AIFE.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICH

